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Welcome

to Compass
Those winters three or four years ago, when snow fell for days and
stayed for weeks, drove me outdoors. A combination of cabin fever
and curiosity compelled me to wobble around the frozen streets of
Wimbledon on my bike, in what I quickly realised was a foolhardy
endeavour. But there is something about snowy weather that compels
you to travel: either to explore it or to escape it altogether.
In this issue of Compass we do both: setting sail into the Arctic’s frozen
wilderness (p46) and climbing aboard the Alaska Railway to the cold
heart of Alaska (p56). At the other end of the weather gauge, we explore
Cambodia’s jungle-set temples; swim with seals in the Galapagos (p34)
and animal-spot from the comfort of an ultra-luxurious camp in the
Zambian bush (p52).
A personal highlight of this issue was the chance to meet Matt, the
Daily Telegraph’s legendary cartoonist. I’m sure you won’t be surprised
to discover he is an extremely funny man (p12). I was also delighted to
get travel tips from the Eurostar train manager, who has worked on the
high-speed train service to the continent since it launched 20 years ago.
We love to hear your travel tips and stories too, so whatever the weather,
please write and tell us all about them.
Happy New Year,
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Dear Compass...
s ta r

Dear Compass,

lett

er

My husband and I always
enjoy reading Compass,
dreaming about the exotic
places we might visit. We
also enjoy reading about
those clever apps we might
download on the iPad our
children gave us last Xmas.
Might I make a confession
though? Although we are
sure there are lots of apps
to help us efficiently plan our
packing, we’ve discovered
an ingenious solution of our
own...we write the list on
the back of an envelope (as
we always have done), then
photograph it using our iPad.
We then email it to ourselves!
That way, wherever we are in
the world, we just download
a picture of the handwritten
envelope. It’s not high-tech,
but it works.
Sarah Poole,
via email.

Dear Compass,

Dear Editor,

Dear Compass,

In addition to Pam Gardiner’s tips
(Compass summer 2014) of things to
take to underdeveloped countries, I
would like to add a couple of ideas.
We recently visited Burma (Myanmar)
and, as well as taking ‘freebies’, cheap
exercise books, pencils and crayons
to donate to schools, we also gave
medicines and first aid equipment.
I resisted the temptation to take a
Kindle but took English classics instead
which I read while travelling and then
passed on to our guides.

I just wanted to write to say what
a delight it was to see Alexander
McCall Smith as your Guest Traveller
(Compass summer 2014). I read the
interview with this prolific author with
great interest: I have travelled to
Africa through the characters of
The No.1 Ladies’ Detective Agency
many a time and, as a result, am
planning a trip there early next year
(during the ‘emerald season’ to beat
the winter blues!)

Smiles of appreciation were wonderful
memories to bring back to the UK.

Dear Ms Harding
Astonishingly the author has published
a further four books since this interview
appeared. 		
Editor

What a lovely surprise to see mention
of the Indian hill station of Mussoorie
(Stephen McClarence, Compass spring
2014). We extended our grand tour of
southern India on a ‘tracing my roots’
trip to see where my parents had been
married (Meerut) and honeymooned
(New Delhi) during the war, and then to
locate a sadder part – the grave of their
first baby born in Mussoorie and buried
in the Protestant cemetery at Landour.
Memories came flooding back of walks
along The Mall to the municipal park
and the old Savoy Hotel, plus other
delightful period hotels, churches,
and bungalows encircled by rickety
verandas. A 70-year-old photo of my
sister’s grave shows a terraced slope;
what it doesn’t show is the beauty of
the location, now with enormous trees,
shrubs and a considerable depth of
moss, and the view of distant snowclad Himalayan peaks.

Sally Swan, via email.

Clare Harding, via email.

Wherever you’ve been or wherever you’re going, we would love to
hear from you. Write to us at: Dear Compass, Cox & Kings Travel,
6th Floor, 30 Millbank, London SW1P 4EE or email compassletters@
coxandkings.co.uk. The star letter will win a £50 John Lewis voucher.
6
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Penny Turnbull, via email.

INSIGHT | NEWS & VIEWS

Insight

Publishers DK take us inside some of
the world’s most striking landmarks.

Lord of Sipan’s Burial Chamber, Northern Peru
On the fibre-glass first floor lies a replica of the Lord of Sipans’ coffin, which was surrounded by several other burials and offerings
within a much larger burial chamber. The Lord was first clothed in a simple white undergarment and the body then adorned with
splendid treasures of precious metals and gems combined with artistic ceremonial offerings. It was then wrapped in multiple shrouds
and placed in a wooden coffin along with gold, silver, and copper ornaments. From his copper-sandaled feet to his feathered
headgear, the ceremonial burial of the Lord clearly indicates his high stature in the Moche world.

Ornaments made of
feathers and copper
resembled fans.

1

Eleven pectorals made of coloured
shells and copper beads were found
in different layers
2

3
4

Outer shirt was
covered with gilded
copper platelets and
was decorated with
cone-shaped tassels.

Golden copper
necklace shows
smiling faces,
symbolising life.
The teeth are
made of shell

5

6
8
7

Sights at a Glance

9

Fabric banners of gilded
copper platelets, showing figures
with turquoise-bead bracelets,
were placed above and below
the body.

11

10
12

13
14

2

5
16

17

15
18

Back flaps were normally
decorated with the image
of the Decapitator,
a Moche god.

Strapping made
of copper, fastened
the contents of the
coffin together.

www.coxandkings.co.uk/compass
www.coxandkings.co.uk/COMPASS

Coffin lid
Fabric banners
3
	Pectoral
4
	Outer
shirt
5
Feather ornaments
6
	Necklaces
7
	Inner
garment
8
Gold rattle
9
	Ingots
10
Ceremonial sandals
11
Gold headdress
12
	Support
frame
13
Back flap
14
	Headdress
ornament
15
Copper strips
16
	Thress
shrouds
17
Miniature shield
18
	Pointed
darts
1
2

Reproduced from DK
Eyewitness Travel –
PERU (£15.99)
Discover more
at www.dk.com
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NEW
Directions
As a new year approaches, head of product Nigel Hosking announces some
exciting new travel experiences that Cox & Kings will be launching in 2015.

CANADA | Scenic
Canadian Rockies
This new itinerary combines the natural
beauty of the Canadian Rockies with an
insight into indigenous culture. Highlights
of this fully escorted tour include a stay
at the opulent Fairmont Chateau Lake
Louise, learning about the peoples of the
First Nations, a western-style barbecue at
Jasper Riding Stables and a two-day train
ride on the renowned Rocky Mountaineer.
Reflections of the Rockies is available as
a non-exclusive group tour – 14 Days / 13
Nights from £2,695

Rocky Mountaineer, Alberta, Canada

Spice stall, Marrakech

8

Elephants, Yala National Park

NORTH AFRICA |
Marrakech for Single Travellers

SRI LANKA |
Wildlife in Sri Lanka

We are introducing a number of inspiring short breaks in
our collection of group tours designed exclusively for single
travellers. Visit the vibrant city of Marrakech, with its eclectic
mix of colourful souks, delicious cuisine and magnificent
palaces. The tour also takes you out of the city and into the
foothills of the Atlas mountains to explore the picturesque
Ourika valley.

Sri Lankan national parks are renowned for the diversity
and density of their wildlife, from monkeys, sloth bears and
crocodiles to large herds of elephants and rare leopards. Our
new wildlife tour includes visits to two of the country’s finest
wildlife reserves, a rainforest walk searching for endemic
birds, a chance to see blue whales and sperm whales, as well
as a thrilling opportunity to watch turtles hatching.

Marrakech short break is available as an escorted group
tour – 4 Days / 3 Nights from £595

Sri Lanka: Wonders of the Wild is available as an escorted
group tour – 12 Days / 10 Nights from £1,995.

COMPASS 
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Parliament, Budapest

Coron, Philippines

Fynbos, Cape Town

EUROPE |
River Cruises

FAR EAST |
Philippines

AFRICA |
A Taste of the Cape

River cruising provides a relaxing way
to see some of Europe’s most beautiful
towns and cities from the comfort of
your travelling hotel. Our Russian river
cruises are always a popular choice,
but for 2015 we have introduced a new
range of cruises, including the Rhine
and Danube, and the Douro in Portugal.

The Philippines consists of more
than 7,000 islands. Our spectacular
new private tour picks out the key
attractions, including marine wildlife
viewing, magnificent countryside,
Manila’s colonial history, and a
chance to relax on white sand
beaches.

Our South Africa tour options have
been refreshed and revitalised to
include opportunities to experience the
celebrated sights of the Cape, including
the Garden Route, the Winelands, the
beautiful and cosmopolitan city of
Cape Town and an incredible safari in
the Eastern Cape.

Romantic Danube is available as a
non-exclusive group tour – 8 Days / 7
Nights from £2,395

Island-hopping in the Philippines
is available as a private journey – 14
Days / 11 Nights from £3,195

South Africa: Safari, Ocean & Cape
is available as an escorted grout tour
– 13 Days / 11 Nights from £2,495

Dhow, Musandam

THE GULF | Oman
Great Ocean Road

AUSTRALIA | Coastal Drive
Australia offers wonderful opportunities for relaxed, independent exploration.
This new self-drive itinerary takes to the spectacular coastal road between two of
Australia’s most dynamic cities – Sydney and Melbourne – passing through national
parks, historic towns and fishing villages along the way. The dramatic coastline
offers a variety of scenery including mountainous backdrops, sparkling lakes, golden
beaches and endless ocean views, as well as the chance to spot wildlife such as
kangaroos and whales.
Sydney to Melbourne Coastal Discovery is available as a self-drive itinerary – 9
Days / 8 Nights from £1,895 including flights.
www.coxandkings.co.uk/COMPASS

We have two new itineraries for
Oman in our 2015 programme; a
self-drive circuit for those travellers
who enjoy greater independence, and
an extended private journey offering
a more comprehensive tour of the
country. The extended itinerary will
reach to the striking landscapes of the
Musandam peninsula in the far north
and to Dhofar province in the south,
the source of the finest frankincense
traded in the ancient world, once ruled
by the Queen of Sheba.
Oman Grand Tour is available as a
private journey – 10 Days / 8 Nights
from £2,295
COMPASS
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RELAX COLLECTION
| St Kitts
Belle Mont Farm is a brand new
collection of guesthouses, farmhouses
and villas, all thoughtfully set within
the landscape of an organic farm.
Spread over the fertile slopes of
Mount Liamuiga on the north coast
of the Caribbean island of St Kitts,
the property provides an inspirational
connection between community,
culture and the conservation of nature.
Call a consultant to tailor your
holiday.

St Kitts

LATIN AMERICA |
Colombia

ART TOURS |
Ireland

Why is Colombia attracting
increasing attention? Well,
it seems to have just about
everything – an exciting
melting pot of European,
African
and
indigenous
Cartagena, Colombia
cultures as well as diverse
scenery, ranging from snowcapped volcanic peaks, coffee farms, rainforests and tropical
Caribbean coastlines to the colonial charm of Cartagena, one
of South America’s most beautiful towns. Our new group tour
provides a perfect introduction to this fascinating country.

All our expert-led art tours
include special access to
buildings and artworks not
open to the wider public.
Our new tour to Dublin
and the surrounds, led by
Trinity College, Dublin
architectural historian Roger
White, includes private
access to the Georgian buildings of Trinity College, Ely
House with its striking interiors from the 1770s, and the
Stephen’s Green Hibernian Club, Ireland’s premier private
members club.

Treasures of Colombia is available as an escorted group
tour – 12 Days / 9 Nights from £2,395

Ireland: Georgian Dublin & Country Houses is available
as an escorted group tour – 6 Days / 5 Nights from £1,495

MASTERCHEF TRAVEL | Flavours of India

We are constantly adding tasty new options to our collection of culinary
tours, MasterChef Travel. Take a tour to India and discover not only the
cultural highlights but also the exotic flavours. Cook with a local family,
sample the street food in Delhi, dine in the surroundings of magnificent forts
and marvel at the legendary Taj Mahal.
India: Jewels of the Golden Triangle is available as an escorted group
tour – 9 Days / 7 Nights from £1,795
www.coxandkings.co.uk/COMPASS
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Alexander McCall Smith © Nick Gregan (www.nickgreganphotography.co.uk)
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Quick

on the draw
Matthew Pritchett MBE is better known as Matt, the award-winning political
cartoonist, whose razor-sharp observations and laugh out-loud humour have been
entertaining readers of The Daily Telegraph since 1988. Graduate of Central Saint
Martin’s School of Art, grandson of author VS Pritchett and son of Telegraph columnist
Oliver Pritchett, Matt is read by royalty, the Secret Service and politicians alike.
Not that this stops him poking fun at them, learns Compass editor Jennifer Cox.

Jennifer Cox: How do you think of
your cartoons?
Matt: I have a very set routine. My
day starts at 8am, when I go up to the
Telegraph’s night editor and ask what’s
been going on in the news? I feel terribly
nervous until I’ve got at least one joke
that would be alright on the next day’s
front page. I set myself little tasks. For
instance, it’s 150 yards from my desk
to the gents. I walk really, really slowly,
trying to come up with a joke by the
time I get there. I’m constantly trying to
work out: ‘what will people be thinking
about tomorrow?’
My first deadline is 3pm; that’s when
I have to show six ideas to the night
editor – the chap in charge of the front
page. He narrows it down to two or
three, then I take them to the editor’s
secretary (depending on whether I
want a very honest, brutal opinion or
a kinder one). The editor chooses the
final joke. Which isn’t always the one I
want to do, so I have this system. He’ll
be choosing between two, and say:
“That one,” and I say: “Very good”

13
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“I love getting close to
the bone, that sharp
intake of breath.”
and go away. I’ll then leave it until
he’s really busy, pop my head around
the door and say: “You were right, the
other one’s better.” He’ll say: “Great,
OK” and I’ll draw the one I wanted.
JC: Do you ever get artist’s block
M: Sometimes a drawing is very easy
and goes well. Other times I find
myself walking around the office
saying: “Does this turkey look like
it’s worried by monetary union?”
Though I’ve only ever once gone back
into the office to change something:
I thought of something better on the
train home. Usually by 6pm or 7pm
I have it drawn and handed in, and
I’m starting to think already about the
following day.
JC: Do you ever feel bad about
your targets?

www.coxandkings.co.uk/COMPASS
COX & KINGS TRAVEL

M: I did worry I’d offended the Secret
Services one time: I did a cartoon about
somebody looking under their sofa
cushions, and MI6 is on the telephone
saying: “If you’re looking for your
glasses, they’re by your bed.” The editor
called me in the following day and said:
‘’I’m afraid you’ve got to go and see Sir
John Scarlett at MI6.’’ So the following
Wednesday I had to turn up with my
passport at the big building we’ve all
seen in James Bond, where a policeman
took away my mobile phone and my
iPad. I was then taken in a lift right
to the top floor, and eventually, after
a long wait, was led into a vast office;
huge windows with a Union Jack and
views of the Thames.
In the far corner, at a huge desk, sat
Sir John Scarlett with all my cartoons
in front of him. He picked one up and
said: “Did you do this cartoon?” And I
said: “Yes I did.” He picked up another,
and said: “Did you do this one?” And
I said: “Yes I’m afraid that’s another
of mine too...” I just didn’t know what
>
was coming. Eventually he looked

COMPASS
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> up at me and said: “We’d like you to

about a card on her mantelpiece
saying: 80! Bloody hell you’re old.
With someone saying: “That’s a nice
card from Prince Philip.” I got a
complaint and wasn’t sure how I was
going to reply, but a couple of days
later I had a letter from the Palace
saying: ‘We love this cartoon, could
we have the original please?’ So I was
able to write back to the person who
complained, saying: ‘I’m so sorry you
found it offensive. If it’s any comfort,
I’m including a photocopy of the letter
I got from Buckingham Palace asking
for the original.’

do MI6’s Christmas card.” It was the
biggest thrill of my life.

“I’m horribly
competitive”
JC: What’s your favourite subject?
M: Food scares. A very good food
scare is what I dream of; I’d come back
early from holiday for a food scare.
I’ve learned over the years, the thing is
to get the jokes in early before people
start dying. Horse meat. I couldn’t have
written it: a national scandal meets
domestic life, my perfect recipe for a
cartoon. And horse meat was the gift
that kept giving.

I love getting close to the bone, that
sharp intake of breath when people see
a cartoon. I had a dilemma recently: I
wasn’t trying to think of a joke when
Joan Rivers died but one popped into
my head. Of a plastic surgeon saying:
“I think we’ve got enough left-overs to
make a new Joan Rivers.” I showed it
around, and people said: “She would
have made that joke herself!”

JC: Do you worry about bad taste?
M: The taste issue is very difficult.
When the Queen was 80 I did a joke

“I did worry I’d
offended the Secret
Service one time”
Another that nearly went in was a
story about the fact they couldn’t
deport a terrorist, but they could keep
him under house arrest 24/7. I thought,
so how could this be a good thing,
living next door to a man under house
arrest for terrorism? Well, he could
take in packages for you. He’s always
there! But I couldn’t quite work it into
a joke. Well, not one that wouldn’t
have got me killed. Ultimately I’m a
coward.
JC: Is anything off limits?
M: I did one about halal meat and the
shopping trolley that always faced
Mecca. I did a burka one that got a few
complaints, about a room full of children
in burkas and the teacher saying: “Don’t
be in late tomorrow, it’s the school
photograph.”
We have a very fierce syndication
department and if anyone republishes
one of my cartoons without paying,
they come down like a ton of bricks.
One day the syndication man sat down

14
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JC: How do you manage such a light
touch on serious subjects?
M: If you come at things angry, you
can’t make a joke about it, or if you
do it comes through. I’m shallow
and flippant enough that things don’t
make me angry, so I come at things

next to me with a copy of the Sinn Féin
newspaper. They’d reprinted one of my
cartoons about IRA men. He asked:
“Did you give them permission to
reprint this cartoon?” “No,” I said: “I
didn’t give them permission. Did you?’’
“No,” he replied: “They’ve just gone
ahead and done it without asking.” So
I asked: “What are you going to do?’’
“I think we’re going to let this one go,’’
he replied.

“Food scares.
A very good food scare
is what I dream of”

“Sometimes I’ll go back
the next day and think:
‘That would have been
funnier if dogs said it’”
JC: What do you do with the five jokes
that don’t get used?
M: If it’s a subject I think’s going to
come back, I keep them. It’s a bit like
a recipe that hasn’t quite worked;
sometimes I’ll go back the next day and
think: ‘That would have been funnier
if dogs said it.’ The great problem is –
because I’ve been doing six cartoons a
day for 25 years – when a subject like
austerity or delays on the trains comes
up, I think of jokes and wonder: ‘Did
I think of that before and it wasn’t
picked, or did I think of that before and
it was picked?’ The Telegraph now has a
system where I can type in one word of
the caption and it will tell me every joke
I have ever done on that subject.
JC: Do you admire other cartoonists?
M: I’m good friends with a lot of
the British cartoonists and love
their work. I’m horribly competitive
though, so when I’m looking at the
other papers, if I see a great joke by
another cartoonist it causes me such
misery. Because of the way I think of
jokes, I write the subjects at the top of
my sheet then think of as many jokes
on those subjects as I can.
If I then spot a great joke by someone
else, I can almost always go back to
my sheet from the previous day and
think I almost got that joke, I was
nearly there. I love Gary Larson. For
drawing, French cartoonist Sempé
does New Yorker covers I adore. [The
Guardian’s] Bryan McAllister was
such a hero of mine.

JC: Have you ever worried you
wouldn’t meet the deadline?
M: There have been many hairy
moments. During the 2012 Olympics,
things were moving very quickly;
everyone was gripped and it was a
great time to be doing cartoons.
One afternoon we’d had success in
the shooting events, I drew something
on that and everyone liked it. I finished
quite late, and went over to give them
the cartoon. There, on next morning’s
front page was a huge photo of horse
jumping (we’d just won five golds
or something). I said: “Hmmm my
shooting joke isn’t going to go so well
with this!” And they said: “Oh yes,
can you do a horse joke for us
instead?” I trudged back to my desk
thinking: ‘It’s 8pm, I don’t know what
I’m going to do!’ I don’t know if it was
luck, adrenaline or sheer terror, but
I sat down, looked at my paper and
saw a photo of Usain Bolt doing his
famous pose. I thought: ‘I could have
a horse doing that pose.’ St Martin’s
doesn’t prepare you for drawing a horse
doing a Usain Bolt pose. But because
I was so wound up, I managed to do
it and it was the most popular cartoon
I did in the whole Olympics. It was one
of those moments you wouldn’t wish
on anyone, but it’s magnificent when
it works.

www.coxandkings.co.uk/COMPASS

with a sense of humour. One of my
favourite jokes was a news story where
somebody had found an oil painting
by Adolf Hitler. It was a lovely little
landscape, and everyone was saying
it was a pretty good painting. I did
a cartoon of a woman at her easel
painting a landscape, with her husband
behind saying: “It’s pretty good, but
you’re no Adolf Hitler.” I don’t
often laugh out loud at my
desk when I think of jokes,
but I did at that one. •

The Best of Matt 2014
is published by Orion (£6.99)

Matt’s work is exhibited and
sold at The Chris Beetles Gallery,
a commercial art gallery in St
James’ London. Chris Beetles
is one of the world’s leading
cartoon artwork dealers,
representing many of Britain’s
best-loved cartoonists, including
Quentin Blake, Simon Bond and
Peter Brookes.
For information on events,
exhibitions and artwork,
visit chrisbeetles.com
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H OT LIST
Katie Parsons selects the best of the new openings this winter.
A Burmese balloon adventure

A dawn balloon flight has to be one
of the most beautiful and exciting
ways to experience the scenery
of Inle Lake and Pindaya. Famed
for its amazing floating villages
and gardens, spy Intha fishermen
looking for the first catch of the day
and boats laden with fresh produce.
A private breakfast is served on a
custom-made boat in the middle
of the lake, or in an idyllic village
location wherever the balloon lands.
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Terroir
Argentina
To the south-west of Mendoza,
where the world’s best malbec
grapes are grown, Casa de Uco
Vineyards & Wine Hotel is set among
a 320-hectare wine estate. Bordered
by the spectacular Andes mountains
and surrounded by vineyards, all
rooms have fantastic panoramic
views. Tours of the estate can be
arranged as well as cellar tours and
wine tastings. Make sure to try out
the spa, which uses vino-based
therapies and treatments.

Istanbul Sling
Overlooking the Bosphorus, Raffles Istanbul, which opened in September,
offers the timeless ambience characteristic of all Raffles hotels. The interior
is decorated with specially commissioned local pieces of art, lending a
sense of place and culture. Rooms feature floor-to-ceiling windows and a
private terrace offering panoramic views of the city. By day, the rooftop pool
provides an escape from the city and, by night, features live music. Classic
cocktails are available from the Long Bar with the Istanbul Sling set to be the
drink of choice.

Cape Weligama,
Sri Lanka
The new venture from the owners
of Sri Lanka’s excellent Tea Trails,
Cape Weligama opened in October
on the island’s spectacular south
coast, just 30 minutes from Galle.
With views over the Indian Ocean,
the 40 spacious villas and suites
are perched on the cliffs above
Welligama Bay. Dining options
include a cliff-edge teppanyaki
pavilion, an alfresco Sri Lankan
restaurant and an ocean-view
interactive seafood restaurant.
The hotel also offers whalewatching trips, courtesy of their
own speedboat.

www.coxandkings.co.uk/COMPASS
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The Fat Duck
flies south
When The Fat Duck restaurant in Bray
closes for renovation in December
2014, Heston Blumenthal will relocate
his entire team to Melbourne for
six months. Opening in the Crown
Towers hotel in the neighbourhood of
Southbank, The Fat Duck will serve
the same adventurous, innovative
dining experience that earned its
three Michelin stars in the UK. When
the UK restaurant reopens later in
2015, Dinner by Heston Blumenthal
will continue in the same spot in
Melbourne, providing Australia with
Blumenthal’s first restaurant outside
the UK.

Luxury spanning
the centuries
In the heart of the Unesco-protected
old town, the LUX* Lijiang is ideal for
exploring the maze of cobblestone
streets and waterways in China’s
historic ‘City of Bridges’. Opened in
September 2014, the 10-room hotel
is tucked away in a typical courtyardshaped house and features
traditional Naxi architecture. Taking
inspiration from the Tea Horse Road,
one of China’s most spectacular
routes, the hotel offers traditional
cookery and calligraphy lessons as
well as cycling and walking trails
through the beautiful surrounding
countryside.
18
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TRAVEL IN FOCUS | competitionS

WINNER: People

Keith Rose. Camel Fair,
Pushkar, Rajasthan, India

TRAVEL PHOTO G R APH Y
IN FOCUS C OMPETITION

WINNER: PLACES

Mike Batty. Cidade de Goa,
Dona Paula, Goa, India
20

TRAVEL IN FOCUS | competitionS

RUNNERS-UP

This month our winners receive a
£50 John Lewis voucher with the
runners-up receiving the National
Geographic’s Sublime Nature by
Cristina Mittermeier (£27.50).
Next issue’s winners will receive
a £50 John Lewis voucher with
the runners-up receiving the
photography book Photography The Definitive Visual History by
Tom Ang. To view the runners-up
and commended entries visit:
www.coxandkings.co.uk/compass

WINNER: QUIRKY

Paul Lambeth. Electrician,
Vietnam.

HOW TO ENTER: Images must be taken
in a destination featured by Cox & Kings
and accompanied by a description of up
to 40 words. To enter, please visit
www.coxandkings.co.uk/compass.

WINNER: WILDLIFE

Neil St John. Female kudu,
South Luangwa, Zambia.
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48 D EL H I
HOURS IN

Travel writer and India-phile Stephen McClarence
celebrates Delhi’s myriad attractions.
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1. WHY GO NOW?
Many visitors hardly give Delhi a chance,
zipping in and out on their way to alternative
destinations in India. Yet this is a fascinating
city, worth three or four days in its own right.
Thanks to its sleek new metro system, it’s
now much easier to get around and take in
all that Delhi has to offer.

2. GET YOUR BEARINGS
Delhi is a sprawling metropolis, but the most
interesting area for visitors is comparatively
compact. Many of the most recognised
tourist sites are to the north of the city,
ensnared within the tangled, timeworn
alleyways of Old Delhi. Just below this
stretch, the spacious and ordered streets of
New Delhi, merge into the leafy avenues of
middle-class south Delhi.
Humayun’s Tomb

3. CHECK IN
Delight in the grace and style of the Imperial
Hotel, an elegant iceberg-white edifice on
Janpath, a main road running through the
heart of New Delhi. Alternatively the Taj
Palace, a short taxi ride from the centre,
offers the luxury and courtesy synonymous
with the Taj Group.

4. KNOWN FOR…
India’s various conquerors have left an
impressive number of great buildings. The
Mughal empire left behind the immense Red
Fort, residence of the Mughal emperors of
India until 1857; the Jama Masjid, India’s
largest mosque dating back to 1650;
Humayun’s tomb, the final resting place of
the second Mughal emperor who died in
1556; and the lofty Qutb Minar, a 100-metretall tower completed in 1368. The British
empire then bequeathed India Gate, a war
memorial to the soldiers of the Indian Army
who died in the first world war, and the
government buildings of Lutyens’ New Delhi
with its spacious bungalows.

5. WORTH WALKING
Brace yourself for the sensory overload of
a walk along Chandni Chowk, the chaotic
main shopping street of Old Delhi, whose
side alleys snake off into spice and wedding
bazaars. Sample sweets and snacks at
bustling Haldiram’s – a bright, modern shop
and restaurant.

6. QUICK LUNCH

Red Fort, Delhi

For rich north Indian food, try the longestablished
Embassy
restaurant
in
Connaught Place, the commercial hub of
New Delhi. For lighter south Indian food, the
Sagar Ratna restaurant at the Ashok Hotel
www.coxandkings.co.uk/COMPASS

in the diplomatic enclave provides unfailingly
flavoursome and inexpensive dishes.

7. CULTURAL AFTERNOON
The National Museum on Janpath offers
a thorough and absorbing survey of Indian
history and culture (and a welcome retreat
on hot afternoons). For recent history explore
the Gandhi Museum, or the Indira Gandhi
Museum which includes the sari she was
wearing when she was assassinated among
its displays.

8. COCKTAIL HOUR
Rick’s Bar at the Taj Mahal Hotel is the
Casablanca-inspired haunt of Delhi’s rich and
famous. Progressive jazz, blues and dance
music play until late, leaving plenty of time
for dinner at the stylish Varq restaurant one
floor down.

9. DRESSING FOR DINNER
For
cosmopolitan
sophistication,
try
threesixtyº at The Oberoi, New Delhi which
offers a multi-cuisine menu including Thai,
Chinese and Japanese. For a more relaxed
atmosphere, head to Lodi – The Garden
Restaurant which provides outdoor and
indoor dining (Indian and international) in a
beautiful lantern-lit setting on the edge of
Lodhi gardens.

10. NIGHT ON THE TOWN
Delhi Tourism runs ‘Delhi by Evening’ tours,
visiting major sites and culminating in a
sound and light show at the Red Fort. For a
more composed evening, the sophisticated
India International Centre on Max Mueller
Marg stages regular concerts of Indian music
together with dance, films and exhibitions.
COMPASS
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All you need to
know: DELHI
THE BACKGROUND

Rickshaw, Delhi

11. EASY LIKE...

13. DON’T MISS

To unwind, take an auto-rickshaw to
Safdarjung’s tomb in south Delhi, a fine
example of late Mughal architecture. This
is one of the city’s less-visited monuments,
frequented more often by mongooses that
scurry around its grounds. From there,
stroll around Lodhi Gardens, a beautiful and
immaculately kept park where families picnic
and play cricket.

Be sure to take a trip on the clean, efficient
metro, if only from New Delhi (Rajiv Chowk
station) to Old Delhi (Chandni Chowk station),
a five-minute journey that can take 45 by
car. If your trip doesn’t include train travel,
make sure to take a moment to marvel at the
clamour of heaving humanity in New Delhi
railway station.

12. WINDOW SHOPPING

Gurgaon, Delhi’s ever-growing satellite city,
is a taste of booming modern India, with its
huge shopping malls and young, middleclass consumers. Alternatively, take the
train (including the toy train) to Shimla for a
couple of nights at a hill-station to experience
the cooler climes of colonial life amid the
tea plantations. •

The state Craft Emporia along Baba Kharak
Singh Marg, off Connaught Place, offers
bargain (and fixed-price) crafts from India’s
various regions. Or spend an hour or two
at Dilli Haat, a vibrant year-round craft fair in
south Delhi. For more upmarket shopping
in south Delhi, try Santushti, a small garden
enclave of quality shops, or Khan Market,
an ex-pats’ favourite with such established
outlets as Anokhi and Fabindia. The market’s
exceptional bookshops include Full Circle,
with the bohemian Cafe Turtle on its top floor
offering excellent snacks and meals.

14. OUT OF TOWN

LOCATION: North India
Languages: Hindi and Punjabi are
the most commonly spoken languages;
however, in India’s national capital, English
is also widely spoken and is frequently
used by many to communicate with fellow
countrymen who speak one of the many
regional languages of India.
Population: 16.7 million.
Time zone: GMT +5.5 hours
Currency: Indian rupees,
£1 = approximately INR 100
Visas: Required for British passport
holders and should be obtained prior to
departure from the UK.
POTTED HISTORY: There is perhaps no
other capital city in the world so steeped
in history and legend as the Indian capital,
Delhi. It was the magnet that drew the
Mongols, Turks, Persians, Afghans, Mughals
and, more recently, the British, all of whom
contributed to its glorious but turbulent
history. The fascination with Delhi was such
that even though it was abandoned many
times, its rulers returned to it again and
again, rebuilding it at least seven times.
Today, the adjoined cities of Old and New
Delhi are home to countless wonders.
*TOP TIP: For spectacular views of Old
Delhi and to soak up the atmosphere,
visit the Jama Masjid, one of the largest
mosques in the world, and climb the steep,
narrow flight of stairs (121 steps) that take
you to the top of the southern minaret.*

BEFORE YOU TRAVEL

WHEN TO GO: The autumn and winter
months (from October to March) are
regarded as the best times to travel to
Delhi. The weather is pleasant during the
day and, from Diwali (festival of lights)
to Holi (festival of colours), a number of
incredible festivals that visitors are welcome
to celebrate take place during this period.
However, during December, January and
early February, early mornings and evenings
can be cold and it is best to carry some
warm clothes to wear at these times.

WHERE TO STAY

Qutb Minar

The Imperial Conveniently situated off
Connaught Circus in Lutyen’s New Delhi, the
Imperial has been sympathetically restored
to its former glory. All de luxe rooms and
suites have been renovated in classical style
with all the modern facilities. Set in spacious
grounds, there is a swimming pool, two
restaurants and a bar. It is still regarded as
the place in Delhi to have tea on the lawn
THROUGH A WRITER’S EYES
“I asked my soul — what is Delhi? She
replied, the world is the body and Delhi
its life!” — Mirza Muhammad Asadullah Khan
Ghalib, 19th-century Urdu / Persian poet

TRAVEL WITH COX & KINGS

Lodhi Garden, Delhi

www.coxandkings.co.uk/COMPASS

Indian Experience – 9 days / 7 nights from
£1,595 per person. Experience a taste of
India on this outstanding introductory tour
of the country’s most famous sights.

COMPASS
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rooms with a view

Six of the best…

Katie Parsons asks Cox
& Kings’ experts about
their favourite rooms
with spectacular views.
“I stayed at the Alila Jabal
Akhdar (see page 40) in Oman
just before it opened this year.
I’d seen the pictures – up in the
Hajar mountains, perched on the
edge of an impressive promontory
overlooking a canyon – but nothing
could have prepared me for the
view. And the sound of true silence.
I wasn’t sure that anyone else
could have experienced a more
spectacular vista, but our experts
had their own opinions…”

2

one

4
Deluxe Grand
Harbour View
room at Shangri-La,
Sydney, Australia
Ellen Cross, Australasia expert

When people think of Sydney, the image
that most often springs to mind is of the
Opera House and Harbour Bridge. The
Deluxe Grand Harbour View rooms at
the Shangri-La Sydney offer a panoramic
view of both these magnificent sights.
During the day, you can spot bridge
climbers trailing like lines of ants on their
way to the summit. As the sky darkens
in the evening, all eyes are drawn to the
floodlit Opera House, shining in its very
own spotlight.
26
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two

e xplora Patagonia,
Torres del Paine,
Chile
Vessela Baleva,
Latin America expert

You’ve probably seen the photograph – a
beautiful piercing-blue lake at the bottom
of the rugged Paine mountains. How
about that view when you look out of
your bedroom window in the morning?
explora is the only luxury hotel inside
the national park so you’ll have the view
to yourself before the day visitors arrive.
And the hotel’s excellent guides will take
you to places away from the main tourist
spots. No picture will prepare you for
that first glimpse of the day.
COX & KINGS TRAVEL

three

Grand Deluxe
Harbour View room
at Peninsula,
Hong Kong, China
Nick Wilkins, Far East expert

By day or night, the panorama across
Victoria Harbour is one of the classic views
of Hong Kong. But by night it really comes
into its own as the island’s buildings are
spectacularly illuminated. Hong Kong’s
oldest hotel, and the grand dame of the Far
East, offers front row seats to the nightly
sound and light show across the harbour.
Sitting by my bedroom window with a
drink in hand was a much more relaxing
way to enjoy it than jostling amid the
crowds on the Tsim Sha Tsui waterfront.

SIX OF THE BEST | NEWS & VIEWS

1

5

four

Presidential Suite at
12 Apostles,
Cape Town,
South Africa
Ines Moosmann, Africa expert

It doesn’t matter how many times I drive
around the Cape Peninsula, I am always
struck anew by the magnificent views. Set
between the Twelve Apostles mountain
range and Table Mountain National Park,
the Twelve Apostles Hotel is perfectly
situated for incredible Atlantic Ocean
scenery. From the bathtub or out on
the terrace of the Presidential Suite you
can look out for southern right whales
breaching the ocean waves and dolphins
playing in the surf.

five

RAAS,
Jodhpur,
India
Balaji Kandasamy,
India expert

In the heart of the walled city of Jodhpur,
RAAS is set in the shadows of the
majestic Mehrangarh fort. All but four
of the 39 rooms have striking views of
Mehrangarh and the city. Described by
Rudyard Kipling as ‘the work of giants’,
the immense fortress is spectacularly
illuminated at night. I can think of
nothing better than sitting on a jharokha
(overhanging balcony) after a day’s
exploring, soaking up the atmosphere of
the city with the fort towering above.

          www.coxandkings.co.uk/COMPASS

six

Grand View
Elegance room at
Rimrock, Banff,
Canada
Owen Walker, Canada expert

The 180-degree vista from this room
is picture perfect. You almost feel as
if you can reach out and touch the
great outdoors. And it is exactly as
I had imagined the Rockies to be; the
turquoise curve in the river contrasting
with the snow-capped grittiness of the
majestic mountains and evergreen alpine
trees. It was the best way to end my
drive from Calgary to Banff, admiring
the incredible beauty of the landscape
all the way.
COMPASS
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From ancient temples
to its elegant capital,
Lonely Planet’s
Amy Karafin shares
her highlights
of Cambodia.

GREAT
EASTERN
Tonlé Sap

Phnom Penh
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PHNOM
PENH
TONLÉ
SAP
Best for culture
Best for lake life

P

hnom Penh is eerily quiet. A sole remork – the usually
ubiquitous motorised rickshaw – rolls languorously past
the Royal Palace to a deserted Tonlé Sap riverfront.
Here, among the shuttered-up shops facing the palmlined promenade, food stalls sell noodle soup and beef skewers
to infrequent customers.
The peace doesn’t last. As the
Khmer festival that emptied the city
ends, Phnom Penhois who’d been
drawn to rural family gatherings in
their tens of thousands flood back to
the capital and the beguiling chaos
resumes. After a troubled history,
which reached its nadir with the
Khmer Rouge’s enforced eviction of
the city in the ’70s, the ‘Pearl of Asia’ is thriving, with a flourishing
café culture and a glut of world-class fusion restaurants.
Prosperity has added an extra sheen to its cultural institutions
too, many of which were built during Cambodia’s French
Protectorate era, beginning in 1863. Among these is the Art
Deco Psar Thmei, a pastel-yellow covered market with four
wings radiating from an enormous central dome.
A few hours after dawn and the Central Market, as it is also
known, is already a blur of browsing and bartering. Business
is brisk at textile stalls selling traditional checked krama
scarves, while elsewhere chattering shoppers weave past fruit
outlets piled with lychees and crimson dragon fruit, and stalls
overflowing with lotus flowers and bunches of fragrant Rumdul,
Cambodia’s national flower.
Just a few blocks from the market, the National Museum is close
enough to the riverfront to receive some of its welcome breeze. A
group of schoolchildren in matching white polo shirts and flipflops
plays in the shade of the terracotta building’s neatly tended
garden while, inside, visitors reflect upon 1,000 years of Khmer
sculpture.
The adjacent Royal Palace, with its glistening spires and dragontail details, still dominates the city’s low-rise skyline. In a corner
of one of its courtyards, a team of artists is working to restore
a 1901 mural of the Reamker – Cambodia’s version of the epic
Hindu poem the Ramayana. “When I did classical painting at
university, we studied the Ramayana,” says lead artist Roeung
Sreyna, gesturing to the mural behind her, where spirits and
horse-drawn chariots float over a celestial palace in the sky.
The project is slow and technical. Matching the colours takes
time, as does cleaning stains and fixing damage from humidity.
‘We take one section at a time,’ she says, pointing at a threefoot-wide band. ‘Two months for each section, and we have to
work slowly. If it were a normal painting, we could do it in a year,
but this is our history, so we have to take care.’

I

n the village of Me Chrey, the streets are made of water
and the wooden houses float. The village’s 500 families are
among the thousands who have settled on the surface of the
freshwater Tonlé Sap, Cambodia’s ‘Great Lake’, where, not
surprisingly, life revolves around the water. As dawn breaks, Me
Chrey is already abuzz. Toddlers paddle small aluminium tubs
down the main street, fruit and vegetable sellers in bright floral
clothing and conical hats navigate boats between houses, and
householders check for breaches in ‘fish banks’ – submerged
reed baskets where fish are kept until market day. Shouted
greetings and lively chatter are punctuated by the occasional
snort of a pig from a floating pen. Further out on the water,
a family retrieves traps and nets laid out in wide, intricate
arrangements.

“The whole village is friends.
We all have each other”
It’s an itinerant existence. The floating houses, which are tied
to one another, are moved by the villagers four times a year
to follow migrating fish stocks. The lake’s wildly fluctuating
dimensions also a play a part – in the rainy season, Tonlé Sap
swells to more than 15,500 sq km, raising the floating houses
by around eight metres. Dry season sees the potential spots to
anchor reduced significantly.
Me Chrey is one of the less visited of Tonlé Sap’s villages and
seeing it by kayak is the most atmospheric way to experience it.
There is none of the noise or fuss of a regular tour boat, allowing
the visitor to glide past a clump of water hyacinth and observe a
gaggle of black-and-white mynah birds cavorting undisturbed.
The sedate, unmotorised pace is also more in tune with village life.
Following guide Chin on a meandering tour of the back streets,
a wooden boat squeezes past in a narrow channel. It’s powered
by a small girl, with equally diminutive oars. From the back, her
baby sister waves excitedly. Children look up from swinging
hammocks to note the kayaks’ silent passing.
Paddling a kayak is easy, but not
effortless; the perfect refreshment
comes in the form of a strong, sweet
iced coffee served by a mother and
daughter in a covered boat that is
part coffee shop, part convenience
store. Competition for Grandma
Ang – but here, in this remote,
placid, water world, it’s no surprise
to learn that cooperation holds sway. “The whole village are
friends”, says Grandma Ang. ‘I know everyone. If a family has a
celebration, we all go to help out. Same if someone is sick – if
one family has a fast boat, they’ll bring them to the mainland.
>
We all have each other.’

www.coxandkings.co.uk/COMPASS
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“On woven plastic
mats, women pray to
a Buddha statue”
Monks, Angkor Wat

ANGKOR
Best for temples
>

I

t’s late afternoon in an incense-filled hall in Angkor Wat.
A tough-looking teenager in sunglasses and ripped jeans
approaches an altar. On woven plastic mats, women pray to a
Buddha statue, barely visible through the thick jasmine smoke.
A fortune teller earnestly reads Jataka tales – stories of the
Buddha’s former lives – and from the surrounding cloisters, lined
with smaller, standing and seated Buddhas draped in saffron silks
and fresh garlands, the sound of distant chanting echoes. The
teenager takes off his trainers, carefully placing them next to the
women’s flip-flops, and silently puts his hands together to join the
group in prayer.

Angkor Wat is the world’s largest religious structure, an
architectural representation of the Hindu universe and the
undoubted star of a massive temple city built, over the course
of 600 years, by dozens of rulers who considered themselves
part god, part king. Known today, rather prosaically, as Angkor
Archaeological Park, the 150-square-mile site was the political
and cultural centre of the Khmer empire and at its peak
supported a population of one million.
The temples are still active centres of faith and everyday life
today. Among the tourists who cross Angkor Wat’s sandstone
causeways to explore its warren of chambers, courtyards and
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Secret passage, Angkor Wat
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covered galleries are ranks of the devout. The Gallery of 1,000
Buddhas is now bereft of the vast majority of its eponymous
statues – a legacy of the brutally destructive Khmer Rouge era of
the early ’70s. Yet its spiritual significance remains undimmed.

thought to be coincidental. A Buddhist altar is tucked away in a
dark tower of Bayon; outside, rocks thought to create curses if
removed are piled in small, thoughtful arrangements.

A

At Ta Prohm, to the northeast of Angkor Wat, strangler figs spill
like liquid over 39 temples in various stages of ruination, creating
a tangle of tipsy roofs and dark hallways. Inside one temple, an
altar of Shiva, replete with gold-foil decorations and offerings of
mangoes and Sprite, is tended by a ‘wat granny’ – the term for
older women, often widows, who have taken monastic vows and
help maintain religious buildings between meditation and prayer.
She whispers blessings into a string bracelet before attaching it
to the wrist of a devotee.

s evening approaches, sunlight inches across the
gallery’s courtyard to probe the dim cool of the covered
walkways. Here, bas-reliefs of apsara dancers and
pillars enlivened with Sanskrit inscriptions celebrating
good deeds take on a rosy hue. The source of the chanting
is revealed to be the Hall of Echoes, on the northern side of
the gallery. As newly crowned Khmer kings once did, a group
of young boys is harnessing the unusual acoustics here by
pounding their chests, a process thought to offer mental and
physical purification.
The walled and moated city of Angkor Thom sits about a mile
due north of Angkor Wat. The most common approach to this
sprawling complex, built by King Jayavarman VII as a statement
of power in the late 12th century, is the stone-figure-lined
causeway to the crumbling South Gate. Despite its graceful,
moss-swathed decay, the gate is undeniably imposing, its
four giant bodhisattva faces staring beatifically out. Disturbed
by a passing motorcycle rickshaw, a macaque pokes it head
from beneath the arch to observe the scene, before retreating
nonchalantly into the shade.
At the exact centre of the city stands the enigmatic Bayon – the
state temple of Jayavarman. Built nearly a century after Angkor
Wat, its 54 stone towers are carved with more than 200 huge
faces; their resemblance to the famously hubristic king is not

Monastic communities continue to live throughout Angkor, with
Buddhist monks often passing through the historic sites on their
way to and from their pagodas (a blend of temple and monastery).
Tao Lav is 18 years old and joined Ta Prohm Meanjay, a pagoda
outside Ta Prohm, earlier in the year. ‘When I became a monk, it
wasn’t difficult – just a little bit boring,’ he says, laughing. ‘The first
few days, I missed my family and friends, but the longer I stay, the
more I give up, and now I’m happy.’
He lives in a simple thatched hut and is one of only five monks
at the humble pagoda, and also the youngest. ‘This is a good
pagoda. There aren’t many monks or noise, so it’s easy to
meditate. And this is a heritage area, so the government doesn’t
allow it to get built up. It’s very peaceful. Now that I’ve learned
how to meditate, I like doing it. I feel so fresh afterwards. I’m
trying to meditate more and more – no more thinking about the
outside world.’ •

Gate, Angkor Thom
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All you need to know:
cambodia

>

by Cox & Kings Far East expert – Neill Prothero

THE BACKGROUND
LOCATION Situated in the south-west of the Indochinese peninsula, Cambodia
borders Thailand to the north-west, Laos to the north-east, Vietnam to the east and the
Gulf of Thailand to the south-west.
LANGUAGES Khmer
POPULATION 15.3 million
TIME ZONE GMT +7 hours
CURRENCY Cambodian Riel (KHR / CR) £1 = CR 6,573
VISAS A visa is required for entry into Cambodia which can be purchased in US dollars
on arrival. You will need to bring two passport photos.
POTTED HISTORY The most ancient Cambodian archaeological site is considered
to be the cave of L’aang Spean in Battambang province where excavations have
produced evidence of hunter-gatherer communities dating back to 6,000BC. For more
than 2,000 years, Cambodia absorbed influences from India, including its religious,
royal and written traditions, which developed into their own entity between the first and
fifth centuries, culminating in the rise of Chenla kingdom. The Khmer empire, retaining
the Indian influence, flourished between the ninth and 13th centuries.

*

TOP TIP Venture beyond Angkor Wat and stay in a luxury tent among remote
temples. The tents used are styled on luxury African safari tents, which are pitched
within the grounds of the temples.

BEFORE YOU TRAVEL

BEING THERE

WHEN TO GO
Between late October and March is the
ideal time to travel as it is the dry season.
During the monsoon (May to September),
the countryside comes alive with locals
out planting rice and crops, which is well
worth seeing.

WHERE TO STAY
La Residence d’Angkor, Siem Reap
Located by the river in the centre of Siem
Reap, surrounded by majestic old trees
and built in the Khmer style, La Residence
d’Angkor is a delightful sanctuary to retreat
to after exploring the temples of Angkor.

WHAT TO READ
When Broken Glass Floats
by Chanrithy Him
This childhood memoir relives the author’s
horrors of trekking through the ‘killing
fields’ and living in labour camps.

Raffles Hotel Le Royal, Phnom Penh The
charming Raffles Hotel Le Royal is located
in one of the grandest colonial buildings in
the city, dating from 1929, and has easy
access to the city’s tourist attractions.

Dragon Apparent: Travels in Cambodia,
Laos and Vietnam by Norman Lewis
Travelling through Indochina in the twilight
of the French colonial regime, Norman
Lewis witnesses these ancient civilisations
as they were before the devastation of the
Vietnam war.
WHAT TO WATCH
Rick Stein’s Far Eastern Odyssey:
Cambodia (BBC)
Rick Stein embarks on a culinary journey
through the Far East. Episode one
focuses on Cambodia.
FIND OUT MORE
www.tourismcambodia.org
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The Park Hyatt, Siem Reap Located in
the heart of the city, the Park Hyatt is set
within an elegant, contemporary building
that dramatically rises above Siem Reap’s
skyline, amid manicured gardens.
4 River Floating Lodge, Tatai An ecofriendly lodge located in the Four Rivers
area of the Cardamom mountains;
an ideal base from which to explore
the surrounding villages and relatively
untouched jungles and mangroves.
WHAT TO EAT - SEAFOOD
Fish amok, a coconut curry with fish
steamed in banana leaves, is considered
to be the national dish. Other dishes
include crab sauteed with green Kampot
peppercorn.
COX & KINGS TRAVEL

SET YOUR COMPASS
Phnom Penh Cambodia’s capital
city is awakening from a turbulent
recent past to become a busy and
frenetic Asian city. It is a jumble of
colonial buildings, temples, markets
and broad avenues.
Siem Reap Siem Reap is a town
with a French colonial centre and the
gateway to the temples of Angkor,
which belong to the classic period of
Khmer art and civilisation.
Battambang The country’s second
largest city and its surrounds
are an important area for rice
production. It is home to some of
the best-preserved French colonial
architecture in the country.
Tatai / Koh Kong Tatai serves as
a point of entry into the forested
region of Koh Kong, which contains
some of Cambodia’s most beautiful
natural sites with pristine rainforest,
mountains and beaches.
Song Saa Private Island An
exclusive hideaway resort located
on two private islands that lie side
by side in the untouched Koh
Rong archipelago, 30 minutes by
speedboat from Sihanoukville.

TRAVEL WITH COX & KINGS
RECOMMENDED TOURS
Cambodia in Style - 14 Days / 11 Nights
From £2,895 per person
This itinerary combines the Angkor
temples with the fascinating Cambodian
capital, Phnom Penh, and the smaller
less-visited areas of Battambang and
Kep. The accommodation has been
chosen for its quality, service and charm.
A specialist-led cultural tour Laos &
Cambodia: Temples & Treasures is also
included in the Royal Academy Art Tours
Worldwide programme.
For further information, visit
www.coxandkings.co.uk/ra

Journeys | Galapagos
Blue-footed boobies

Wonders
Natural

Cruise journalist Jane Archer discovers animal magic on a voyage around the Galapagos
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Land iguana

“In the Galapagos, nature packs
a personality you will never forget”

www.coxandkings.co.uk/COMPASS
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Journeys | Galapagos
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T

he rickety old bus
taking me from
the airport to the
pier suddenly grinds to a
halt. ‘’Iguana,” murmurs
the driver. And there sure
enough, taking his time as he
crosses the road in front of
us, is an iguana.

The ship is small and
comfortable, holding just
100 passengers. The large
lecture room was the most
frequented space after the
dining room: it was used for
daily briefings, talks about
flora, fauna and Charles
Darwin, and our meeting

“Lesson one: when heading to the
Galapagos pack a swim suit!”
It was a perfect welcome
to the Galapagos, a group
of islands on the equator
965km off the coast of South
America, famed not only
for its wildlife but also the
fact they are clearly unafraid
of humans. And from this
first encounter, no fear of
vehicles either.
Like everyone else on the
bus, I had flown from Quito,
Ecuador to join a cruise
around the Galapagos
Islands on Silver Galapagos:
a ship owned by Silversea,
one of the world’s most
luxurious cruise lines. There
are hotels on a couple of
the islands, but I reasoned
a cruise offered the chance
to maximise our time. In
our case 11 sites on seven
islands, going ashore in most
places (landings are made
by inflatable Zodiacs) to
learn about the unique flora
and fauna.

point to go ashore. Landings
are tightly controlled to
ensure the islands’ fragile
eco-system is preserved.
All trips have to be
accompanied by one of the
ship’s naturalists (registered
by the Galapagos National
Park and, like the crew of
all ships in the island, must
come from Ecuador) and no
one is allowed to stray from
the path.
Lesson one: when heading
to the Galapagos pack a
swim suit! Snorkelling was
an option on four of our six
days’ cruising, and was an
unforgettable opportunity to
swim with turtles, penguins
and playful sea lions. We
were all briefed not to touch
fish or sea plants, or to stand
on underwater rocks, to
ensure the longevity of this
precious ecosystem.
The first landing was early

on our first morning. It
turned out to be a keep-fit
field trip, as we clambered
388 steps to the top of
Bartolome island for a view
over Santiago’s sprawling
lava fields. That afternoon,
on a walk around Santiago’s
Playa Espumilla, we were
introduced to some of the 13
species of finches that live in
the Galapagos. Fascinatingly
they have evolved with
different beaks, depending
whether they feed on fruit,
seeds or insects.
The finches spark great
excitement as some credit
them as being the main
inspiration for Charles
Darwin’s theories on
evolution, developed after
his visit to the Galapagos
in 1835 and laid out in his
book The Origin of Species.
I have to confess to being
more a fan of the humble

landing, the expedition team
took us on a Zodiac cruise
around a small bay off the
island of Isabela. This was
one of the highlights of the
cruise for me – a first glimpse
of a Galapagos penguin,
sea turtles and the flightless
cormorants and marine
iguanas that are endemic
to the islands, as well as
numerous pelicans. It was so
magical I could have stayed
for hours.
But by lunchtime we were
sailing away, next stop
Fernandina, the newest
island in the archipelago,
where we stepped ashore
into a mess of marine
iguanas basking in the sun.
Never was a collective noun
so apt given the disorderly
way they lie, often on top
of each other, camouflaged
by the lava, and completely
unmoved by our arrival.

“My tortoise highlight came the next
day in Santa Cruz”
lava lizards. There are seven
species in the Galapagos,
and they communicate via
a sequence of ‘push-ups’,
which are different on each
island. It means lizards from,
say, Bartolome, can’t ‘talk’ to
lizards from Fernandina.
Next morning, instead of a

I went for the long walk
with Hernan, one of five
naturalists travelling with
us. We spent the afternoon
hiking over lava fields to
a small inlet packed with
sea turtles. Picking our way
around a rocky headland
inhabited by sea lions,
we discovered yet more
marine iguanas.
Next day at Isabela we had a
morning hike around Darwin
Lake, and an atmospheric
afternoon Zodiac cruise
through thick mangroves.
Then it was on to Floreana,
where we clambered into a
lava cave before visiting the
Post Office – a grand name
for a wooden barrel that
has been serving as a mail
box since 1793. You put in
your postcard and hope a
passenger from another ship
will pick it up and deliver it.

Pinnacle Rock, Bartolome island
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In San Cristobal, we saw
our first giant tortoises and
learned about the breeding

Journeys | Galapagos
Giant tortoise

Galapagos penguin

programme that helped save
them from extinction (they
used to be hunted for their
meat by whalers and sealers).
It was a great morning out,
but my tortoise highlight
came the next day in Santa
Cruz, where we headed up
to the highlands to watch
them in the wild. Though
in the Galapagos, wildlife is
not restricted to the wild.
My final wonderful memory
was watching cheeky pelicans
and sea lions trying to pinch
the goodies in Santa Cruz’s
fish market. In the Galapagos,
nature packs a personality
you will never forget. •

Follow in Jane Archer’s
wake… Jane travelled
with Silversea Cruises
on Silver Galapagos.
Accommodating 100
guests and 70 crew, it
provides some of the
highest standards of
service in the islands. All
suites are well-appointed
ocean-view suites, many
with private veranda, and
include butler service.
Cox & Kings’ 12-Day
/ 10-Night Galapagos
Islands: Silver Galapagos
tour costs from £5,295
per person. It combines a
3-night stay in Ecuador’s
capital, Quito, with a
7-night cruise around the
Galapagos Islands. For
details call Cox & Kings 020 7873 5000.
Sally lightfoot crab

www.coxandkings.co.uk/COMPASS

Since 1830 the Royal
Geographical Society
(with IBG) has furthered
geographical understanding
of the world, its people,
places and environments.
Membership of the Society
is open to everyone
interested in the world
around them.
In a landmark partnership
with Silversea, the Society
provides their guests with
informative and engaging
enrichment resources, based
on unrivalled access to its
2 million strong collection
of maps, charts, atlases,
archives, images, artefacts
and other items: one of the
world’s greatest collections
to document the history of
travel and exploration.
The Society is dedicated
to the development and
promotion of geographical
knowledge, together with
its application to the
challenges facing society
and the environment; in
addition to historical items,
the Society also provides
Silversea with access to
contemporary geographical
fieldwork showcasing work
being carried out around
the world as part of its
grant giving programme.
As part of our partnership
with Silversea, make a
booking with Cox & Kings
on either Silver Galapagos
or Silver Explorer by 31
March 2015 and receive
a complimentary Royal
Geographical Society
Membership. (Places are

limited to the first 5 bookings)

COMPASS
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Life in colour

Ecuador is a small country but remarkably diverse; in just a few
days, visitors can discover the glory of the Andes, explore the tropical
Amazon rainforest and marvel at the wonders of the Galapagos
Islands. Best explored by boat, the remote volcanic outcrops of the
Galapagos archipelago are a truly unique destination.

Ecuador & Galapagos
Experience
11 Days / 9 Nights from £3,695
• Encounter amazing wildlife at close
quarters, including giant tortoises
• Visit an authentic local market,
Cotopaxi volcano & colonial Quito
• Swim with sea lions, penguins & turtles
• First-class expedition cruiser

TO REQUEST YOUR
FREE GUIDE, VISIT
coxandkings.co.uk/ecuadOR

ATOL 2815 ABTA V2999

SMALL GROUP TOURS • TAILOR-MADE TRAVEL • 020 7873 5000 ref COMPASS • coxandkings.co.uk/ECUADOR

THE GALAPAGOS ISLANDS

ECUADOR &
GALAPAGOS

THE GALAPAGOS ISLANDS

THE GALAPAGOS ISLANDS | Travel notes

All you need to know:
THE GALAPAGOS ISLANDS

>

by Cox & Kings Latin America expert – Vessela Baleva

THE BACKGROUND
LOCATION The Galapagos Islands lie in the Pacific Ocean, 1000km off the coast of
Ecuador, South America
LANGUAGES Spanish
POPULATION Mainland Ecuador 15.6 million / Galapagos Islands 25,000
TIME ZONE Mainland Ecuador GMT -5 hours / Galapagos Islands GMT -6 hours
CURRENCY US dollars. £1 = $1.60
VISAS Not required for British passport holders
POTTED HISTORY These remote volcanic outcrops consist of 13 major and 12 minor
islands and are actually the peaks of underwater volcanoes. The islands are inhabited
by many unique animal, plant and marine species, which evolved without influence from
the mainland and helped to inspire Charles Darwin’s theory of evolution.

*

TOP TIP Bring a bigger memory card for your camera than you think you’ll

need – the wildlife of the Galapagos is truly amazing and offers some superb
photographic opportunities.

BEFORE YOU TRAVEL
WHEN TO GO
The islands are a year-round destination
with a good variety of wildlife activities.
January to March features sunshine,
warm waters and short tropical showers.
From June to November, there is mist
in the highlands, open seas may be
choppier and temperatures are a little
cooler, but it’s still very pleasant. April-May
and November-December are transition
months offering a favourable combination
of weather, water temperatures and
wildlife activity.
WHAT TO READ

Sea turtle

FIND OUT MORE
www. ecuador.travel
The official tourism board site contains
lots of photography, video and information
on Ecuador and the Galapagos.

Galapagos: Preserving
Darwin’s Legacy
Edited by Tui de Roy
This beautiful largeformat book celebrating
the 50th anniversary
of the Charles Darwin Foundation in
the Galapagos features a series of
authoritative essays covering all the
Galapagos wildlife.

BEING THERE

WHAT TO WATCH
The Galapagos Affair: Satan Came
To Eden
A fascinating documentary about a
strange but true 1930s Galapagos
murder mystery involving a Berlin doctor
and his mistress, a self-styled Swiss
family Robinson, a gun-toting Viennese
baroness and her two lovers. The film
features original home movie footage
and voiceovers by actors including Cate
Blanchett and Diane Kruger.

THROUGH A WRITER’S EYES

WHERE TO STAY
Silver Galapagos
The ship offers accommodation for 100
guests and 70 crew, and provides some
of the highest standards of service in the
islands. All cabins are well-appointed
ocean-view suites, many with private
balconies, and include butler service.

SET YOUR COMPASS
Santa Cruz Island See the captive
breeding programme for tortoises at
the Charles Darwin Research Station,
explore the remote and lush highlands
where giant tortoises roam free and see
underground lava tunnels.
Bartolome Island This small island has
beautiful white sand beaches, green
mangroves and a colony of penguins.
Climb to the summit for breathtaking
views of Pinnacle Rock, then swim or
snorkel at the rock’s base.
Santiago Island Espumilla beach has
excellent birdwatching and is also
favoured by nesting turtles. A short walk
inland, through the mangroves along a
salty lagoon, offers the chance to spot
flamingoes, white-cheeked pintails,
finches and vermillion fly catchers.
Fernandina Island The youngest and
westernmost island in the Galapagos
features lava fields created by recent lava
flows. See penguins, wading birds, sally
lightfoot crabs, large groups of marine
iguanas and flightless cormorants.
Isabela Island The largest island in the
Galapagos has six volcanoes. Numerous
landing sites offer chances for hikes,
boat rides, visits to small bays, lava flows
and mangroves, and include great spots
for snorkelling and swimming.
San Cristobal Island See the volcanic
tuff formations of Punta Pitt, home to
all three species of Galapagos boobies,
the sandy beach and sea lion colonies
of Cerro Brujo, and two Galapagueras,
where tortoises can be seen.

“The Galapagos Islands provide
a window on time. In a geologic
sense, the islands are young, yet
they appear ancient.”
Frans Lanting

Request your free
Ecuador & The
Galapagos guide:
020 7873 5000
www.coxandkings.co.uk/COMPASS
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Alila Jabal Akhdar
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Alila Jabal Akhdar

Travel writer Leo Bear discovers new heights of
eco-luxury in Oman’s exclusive wilderness resort.

I’m

weaving my way along a
narrow winding street in an
ancient, crumbling hilltop
village. The air is heavy with the scent of
frankincense and rosewater, and my head
and heart are pounding in the 40-degree
heat. As I plunge into the cool darkness
of an alleyway, a young girl in a bright
fuchsia hijab emerges and cuts a dash up
some cobbled steps. Behind her, a loud
squalling starts. Two men hurry past, one
of them holding a chicken by its feet, the
other a pocketknife – blade at the ready.
Most visitors to Oman won’t experience
scenes like this. They head straight to
the bright lights of Muscat or to Wahiba
Sands to scale the towering sand dunes.
Neither of these is on my agenda. I’m
venturing into the heart of the country,
where the mountains meet the sky, to an
Oman of yesteryear.
The Al Hajar mountain range runs for
500km and is the highest on the eastern
Arabian peninsula. It’s here, perched
on a ledge overlooking a vast dramatic

gorge, that a new hotel is blazing a trail
for eco-luxury in the Middle East. Alila
Jabal Akhdar is the brainchild of the
Singapore-based hotel group Alila Hotels
and Resorts, which specialises in slick
Asian 5-star hotels. Alila Jabal Akhdar –
funded by Omran, a division of the Oman
government – is their first foray into the
Middle East.

“The air is heavy
with the scent of
frankincense
and rosewater”
To reach the resort, it’s a two-and-ahalf-hour mission south-east of Muscat
up to a height of 2,000 metres. Driving
conditions are treacherous; it’s steep,
winding and not uncommon for goats
to stray into the road. But the journey
is worth it. Surrounding the hotel is
an area of outstanding natural beauty.

www.coxandkings.co.uk/COMPASS

Spectacular canyons, gorges and
rock formations make it a paradise for
adventurers, nature-lovers, and anyone
seeking to escape from the mindscrambling desert heat (temperatures
are 10 to 15 degrees cooler in the
mountains). Thanks to the climate, the
sultan of Oman has several ‘gardens’ set
up here to supply his table with yearround fresh fruit and vegetables, and I’m
told people drive over from neighbouring
Dubai for the local pomegranates,
walnuts and olives. But until now, there
have been few European visitors. In fact,
until 2005, there wasn’t even a road.

My

visit, a week before opening,
meets with a warm Omani
welcome. Qahwa (sweet
coffee) and dates are laid on, while
handsome staff stand to attention in sandcoloured dishdashas. Frankincense has
played a role in these parts for thousands
of years, and the sight in the lobby of
resin smouldering on charcoal, pale grey
perfume curling into the air, immediately
lends a sense of place.
>
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The

architecture, inspired by
ancient forts, combined
with an unlimited supply
of local pink and purple-veined ophiolite
rock, is arresting. Two large villas come
with their own lap pools, while the rest
of the hotel’s 78 rooms have generous
terraces – viewing platforms for a vast
echoing canyon.
Spectacular it is. But it’s also incredibly
isolated. Attempt one of an impressive
list of hikes, which vary in length from 60
minutes to nine hours, and you’re unlikely
to see another soul. Simple tracks take
you down into wadis (valleys), up to onceinhabited hillside caves, or cross-country
to remote herders’ villages. But to explore
this hostile territory requires a gung-ho
attitude; there are no handrails or manmade steps to help you along your way.

However Salim, my guide, is as nimble
as a goat. Having lived in the Al Hajar
mountains all his life, he is an authority on
everything from deadly plant species to
Lady Diana’s favourite lookout points.

“I spot buckthorn
and sapodilla as
well as a few
dragon trees”
About a quarter of the total flora of Oman
is found in these parts. It’s mainly small
spiny trees and large shrubs but I spot
buckthorn and sapodilla as well as a few
dragon trees, endemic to dry areas of

south-west Arabia. The going gets easier
as soon as we start to follow the narrow
concrete channels of an ancient water
system. These ‘falaj’ networks harness
gravity to transport water over far-reaching
distances, and are a remarkable feat of
engineering. For more than 2,000 years
they have been critical for sustaining life,
supplying mosques, bathing areas and
plantations. And today they are still in use.
Following another section of the falaj
system, through a hilltop rose plantation
this time, a new Anantara hotel currently
under construction comes into view.
Cranes are busy at work and, judging
by the scenery, the hotel will be nothing
short of spectacular. It overlooks terraces
of rose bushes as far as the eye can
see which, in spring, turn the scene a
splendid shade of blush-pink.

Alila Jabal Akhdar

Alila Jabal Akhdar

Al hajar
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Mosque, Nizwa

Omani caps

Fort, Nizwa

Village, Al hajar

Later, we stop at a lookout point
overlooking Saiq, the town where Salim
was born. Here, he dispenses with his
usual banter and stares solemnly into the
distance. When I ask him about his family,
he simply states: “I lost my mother when
I took my first breath, on the first day of
my life.”

His

village sits up in the
mountains above Nizwa,
the former capital of
Oman, about 90 minutes’ drive from
the Alila Jabal Akhdar. A conservative
yet bustling market town, there’s a souk
brimming with antique khanjars (curved
daggers), finely sculpted horn walking
sticks and nuggets of amber frankincense
bagged-up ready to take home. Visit on
a Friday and you’ll witness cattle traders
parading their livestock in the shade of
the main square. Nizwa fort, at the heart

“Souks brimming
with finely sculpted
walking sticks and
nuggets of amber
frankincense”
of the city, is the only real landmark of
note. Recently updated, it’s hard to tell
that it dates all the way back to the ninth
century, but its circular rooftop delivers
breathtaking 360-degree views of the city,
and its macabre ‘murder holes’ – once
used for pouring boiling date syrup on
to incoming marauders – are definitely
worth a visit. A carpet of bright-green
date palms – the source of 40 different
varieties of the fruit – extends from the
outskirts of the sand-coloured city walls

www.coxandkings.co.uk/COMPASS

all the way to the base of the mountains.
Brought into focus like this, Nizwa is
the epitome of a fertile desert oasis. But
standing there, shading my eyes from the
raging midday sun, all I longed for was
the cool quiet climes of the majestic Al
Hajar mountains. •
This is an extract from an article
published in The Mayfair Magazine.
Follow Leo Bear on Twitter @leobear

Cox & Kings (020 7873 5000
www.coxandkings.co.uk) offers
4-night stays at the Alila Jabal Akhdar
from £1,285pp including flights,
private transfers and breakfast.
www.alilahotels.com/jabalakhdar
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Perched on a plateau two thousand metres above sea level facing the plunging gorges and dramatic
rock formations of Oman’s Green Mountain, Alila Jabal Akhdar has been designed to sit in perfect
harmony with its breathtaking location. This unique destination is a sanctuary dedicated to the peace
and splendour of the mountain and the serenity it has to offer.

As temperatures drop the summer haze clears and immaculate blue sky days are followed by crystal
clear nights awash with the brightest stars. Take advantage of the perfect winter climate and make a
luxuriously spacious suite your home from which to explore the beautiful and fascinating interior
regions of the Sultanate. Or simply unwind in the elegant haven of Spa Alila and indulge in a culinary
experience which embraces the best of Omani and international cuisine.

For reservations email: jabalakhdar@alilahotels.com
Like us on

www.facebook.com/alilajabalakhdar

www.alilahotels.c o m

OMAN

TAKING LUXURY TO NEW HEIGHTS

OMAN | Travel notes

All you need to know:
OMAN

>

by Cox & Kings Middle East expert – Michael Fleetwood

THE BACKGROUND
LOCATION Oman, officially called the Sultanate of Oman, sits on the south-east tip of
the Arabian Peninsula, overlooking the Arabian Sea, the Sea of Oman and the Arabian
Gulf. It also controls the Strait of Hormuz, which links the Sea of Oman and the Arabian
Gulf, and is a gateway to all ships entering from the Indian Ocean and the Arabian Sea.
LANGUAGES Arabic, but English is widely spoken.
POPULATION 2.9 million.
TIME ZONE GMT +4 hours.
CURRENCY Omani rial (OMR) £1 = 0.6 OMR.
VISAS British nationals require a tourist visa, which can be obtained on arrival. The cost
for up to 10 days is 5 rials per person; the cost for up to 30 days is 20 rials per person.
POTTED HISTORY Oman’s first kingdom was established in the third century AD,
lasting until the arrival of Islam in the seventh century. The Portuguese were the first
Europeans to arrive, in the early 16th century, conquering what was then known as
Muscat and Oman – but, they were driven out in 1650. More recently, Sultan Qabooss
bin Said became the new ruler in 1970, changing the country’s name to Oman, so as
to represent the country’s unity.

*

TOP TIP Ras Al Junaiz beach, an hour’s drive outside of Sur, offers a rare opportunity
to see giant turtles laying their eggs at night. Under the careful supervision of qualified
rangers, visitors can witness each turtle laying up to 100 eggs.

BEFORE YOU TRAVEL
WHEN TO GO
Between October and May are the ideal
times to travel climate-wise, as summer
temperatures on the coast frequently hit
40 degrees celsius.
WHAT TO READ
Arabian Sands by Wilfred Thesiger
The British author and adventurer’s
riveting account of his journey across the
desert in the company of local Bedus.
SAS Secret War by Tony Jeapes
In the early 1970s, while the world’s eyes
were on the war in Vietnam, communist
guerrillas were waging a savage
campaign in Oman that could have given
them control of the Gulf and threatened
western oil supplies. This is the account
of an SAS spearheaded counterinsurgence operation, one of the most
successful in recent history.
Sultan in Oman by Jan Morris
In 1955, when the Sultanate of Muscat
and Oman was a truly medieval Islamic
state, rumours of subversion and the
intrigues of foreign powers coupled with
the prospects of oil propelled the then
sultan across the hinterland on what
was a historic first crossing of the Omani
desert by motorcar.

FIND OUT MORE
www.omantourism.gov.om
The Oman tourist board’s website offers
information on the latest news and events
in Oman, as well as suggestions on
where to eat and visit.

BEING THERE

Shangri-La

WHERE TO STAY
Shangri-La Barr Al Jissah
Set in 20 hectares of beachfronted
landscaped gardens in a private bay, the
resort comprises three separate hotels,
numerous restaurants, shops and an
award-winning spa.
The View
At 1,400 metres above sea level, in the
Jebel Shams mountains near Nizwa. The
View affords spectacular panoramas over
the surrounding landscape. Its 15 tentstyle rooms each have their own terrace.
www.coxandkings.co.uk/COMPASS

SET YOUR COMPASS
Turtle sanctuary Watch giant turtles
lay up to 100 eggs at a time.
Nizwa fort One of the oldest castles
in Oman.
Jebel Shams Ascend Oman’s highest
mountain peak.
Wahiba Sands A chance to camp
out beneath desert skies amid
spectacular scenery.
Muscat Explore the Sultan Qaboos
Grand Mosque, an example of
stunning Islamic modern architecture.
Desert Nights
More than just a desert camp, Desert
Nights offers luxurious Bedouin-style
tents, the perfect base from which to
explore the terrain and sleep beneath the
stars of Wahiba Sands.
WHAT TO EAT
Oman’s cuisine is a mixture of several
staples of Asian food, with chicken, lamb
and fish the prime ingredients, served with
rice. Two of the more popular dishes are
maqbous, a rice dish flavoured with saffron
and cooked over spicy meat, and mashuai,
consisting of a whole spit-roasted kingfish
served with a side of lemon rice.

TRAVEL WITH COX & KINGS
RECOMMENDED TOURS
Discover Oman – Self-Drive Journey –
9 Days / 7 Nights from £1,595 per person.
This 9-day itinerary visits many of the major
highlights of Oman.
Oman: Land of Frankiscense –
9 Days / 7 Nights from £2,095 per person.
Fascinating cultural tour of the country.
COMPASS
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T H E PO L A R b ear

necessities
BBC Wildlife TV producer Dale Templar sets sail in search of Arctic wonders

Polar bear near Longyearbyen

www.coxandkings.co.uk/COMPASS
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Arctic fox

PBs aside, we soon started to see a
plethora of other Arctic species, as
well as sublime glacial scenery as we
weaved our course north-west. We also
spent one surreal day breaking through
the sea ice; ship blanketed in thick grey
clouds with the eerie sound of the bow
cracking through the ice. After just two
days the effort put in by the eagle-eyed
team was hugely rewarded: “There
are whales around the ship, at two
o’clock.”
I rushed out on deck and about 150
metres away a huge, long grey back
broke the surface of the water. At
that moment one of the normally cool
guides squealed: “Blue whales!” I
couldn’t believe what I was hearing.
For someone who’s passionate about
natural history, for me this was like a
science geek getting the chance to
walk on the moon.

>

Y

ou know Svalbard
is different when
the first thing your
guide says on
your airport coach
transfer is: “Welcome
to Longyearbyen,
please don’t even
think of leaving town without a rifle!
This is polar bear territory.” With a
population of just 2,000, Longyearbyen
is the capital of the Norwegian Arctic
archipelago of Svalbard. Anneka, our
guide, went on: “Polar bears have
only occasionally walked down Main
Street.” PBs (as they seem to be called
by everyone in the Arctic) are one of
the few animals that will actively hunt
humans. My 15-year-old daughter,
Mimi, and I were quite relieved that two
hours later we were sailing away from
our Arctic metropolis – heading for the
adventure of a lifetime.

This isolated cluster of ice diamonds
is set in the frozen grip of the High
Arctic. While the Arctic Circle sits at 66
degrees, North Bear Island in balmy
southern Svalbard is 74 degrees north
and tiny Ross Island to the north lies
just below 81 degrees. Next stop – just
1,017km away – is the north pole.
As we sailed north-west from
Longyearbyen I felt that sense of
nervous excitement and anticipation I
only get when I’m really ‘out there’. Like
everyone else on board, we desperately
wanted to see a polar bear, but having
worked with the world’s top polar film
makers, I knew that even in the selfproclaimed Polar Bear Capital of the
World no sighting is ever guaranteed.
Dale Templar

COMPASS

As they came even closer, gracing
us with their considerable presence,
everyone on the boat fell silent. You
could hear the gentle splash of these
goliaths breaking the surface of the
dark, freezing ocean, followed by
the soft caress of their lengthy bulks
moving effortlessly through the water,
before finally heading down into the
Arctic abyss.
About 30 species of birds are found
in and around Svalbard. The majority
come to breed during the short
summer months before heading south
for the winter. We took Zodiacs out to
the astonishing Alkefjellet cliffs. These
towering basalt columns, 100 metres
high, are the breeding ground of some
60,000 pairs of screaming Brünnich’s
guillemots.

The word Arctic comes from the Greek
‘arktos’, which means ‘bear’ and of
course as anyone who’s ever watched
an Attenborough knows, Svalbard is
the kingdom of the ice bear. I have
worked as a wildlife and adventure TV
producer for years, spending more than
a decade at the BBC’s Natural History
Unit. I’ve filmed in Antarctica, but never
ventured into the Arctic. If, like me,
you’re passionate about wildlife, then
Svalbard has to be in your top 10 list of
places to visit.
48

Mimi was now beside me. We lost
count of the number of times we said:
“Wow,” as we watched two adults
and a calf calmly hoovering up krill
close to the surface. We could see
the mottled rust brown patches that
decorate the steel-grey bodies of the
adults, some 30 metres long. A few
times they revealed their huge heads
marked with disproportionately tiny
eyes. Occasionally they dived deep
enough to give us one of the most
iconic sights in the world – a majestic
and magnificent blue whale fluke.

As we approached, the sound of
birdcall was almost deafening; a
COX & KINGS TRAVEL
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surprisingly low-pitched cacophony,
similar to a huge secondary school
full of excited children. Next came
the smell. Sea birds live on a seafood
diet – I flashed back instantly to the
three weeks I spent filming on an
Adélie penguin colony on the Antarctic
peninsula. It’s a smell that isn’t easily
forgotten and certainly not for the weak
stomached. But before us the whole
rich drama of the Arctic lifecycle was
being played out – wildlife in the raw,
not conveniently edited for teatime TV
consumption.

T

he highlight was the
chance to watch an
Arctic fox hunting. The
birds nest in these
precipitous cliffs to
try to avoid the jaws
of these agile yet
beautiful predators.
Our fox hadn’t fully molted his stunning
white winter coat, so it was easy to
follow him moving confidently around
the accessible areas of the cliffs,
hunting for eggs and juveniles.

The day’s wildlife extravaganza didn’t
end there. At 8pm we were back out,
heading for a walrus colony. Just as we
landed on the beach, two bleach-white
beluga whales swam close to shore –
another unexpected bonus. Walruses
are huge creatures and, like polar bears,
are only found around the north pole.
Unlike solitary polar bears, walruses live
in large family groups, yet despite their
scimitar-like molars – which can grow to
one metre in length – they are extremely
tactile creatures. This large family
group of mixed ages and sexes was all
huddled together seemingly motionless
like a large brown rock. Only a series of

deep, guttural groans gave away their
cunning disguise.
The next morning we all headed out
on to the Arctic tundra in search of
wild flowers. Incredibly, 175 species
of plants grow in the Arctic and we
were visiting at the height of the brief,
yet spectacular flowering season. On
this trip we discovered fresh PB scat.
Suddenly we knew exactly why an
armed rifle escort joins every landbased trip.
By the penultimate day we’d accepted
that scat was the closest we were
going to get to seeing the elusive king
of the Arctic. Everyone was feverishly
looking down binos and telephoto
lenses, scrutinising every whitish rock
looking for signs of life – but nothing.
Lunch had just been served when,
over the ship’s Tannoy came: “PB on
starboard side!”
What followed was straight from a
French farce: 50-plus people all rushing
for the same door. A door only one
person could fit through…
Out on deck we watched the tiny
cream dot, a female bear, move
slowly down the cliff edge, close to the
shore. As we jumped into the Zodiacs
she slipped into the water. We followed
at a safe, suitably respectful distance as
she swam serenely and gracefully along
the shoreline. Every now and then she
put her head up and casually checked
us out. In her own time she went back
to shore and headed effortlessly up
steep cliffs. Two hours passed in a
flash. Finally she left us, heading high
up into the tundra – the polar queen of
all she surveyed. •
Barentsberg

All you need to know:

Svalbard

SET YOUR COMPASS
LongyeArbyen The world’s northernmost
town in the Arctic Circle, Longyearbyen is the
principal city of the Svalbard archipelago and
home to the Svalbard Global Seed Vault.
Barentsberg The town was named
after Dutch explorer Willem Barentsz, who
visited Svalbard in 1596, and is the second
largest settlement on the island.
Pyramiden An abandoned Russian mining
settlement, originally founded by Sweden in
1910 and sold to the Soviet Union in 1927.
Ny-Ålesund Founded in 1917 by the
mining company Kings Bay Kull Comp, today
the town’s main industry is scientific research.
Templefjorden The very scenic,
innermost branch of the Isfjord.

THE BACKGROUND
LOCATION Situated halfway between the
north pole and mainland Norway, Svalbard is
an archipelago of islands located well within
the Arctic Circle between 74 and 81 degrees
north • LANGUAGES Norwegian, Russian
& English • POPULATION 2,600 • TIME
ZONE GMT +1 hour (summer) • CURRENCY
Norwegian krona (NOK ) £1 = 10.59 NOK •
VISAS No visa requirements for EU citizens.

FIND OUT MORE
www.visitnorway.com

BEING THERE
WHERE TO STAY
The Sea Adventurer Operated by Quark
Expeditions, this ship combines the
comforts and classic style of a traditional
cruise ship with the polar capabilities of an
ice-strengthened expedition vessel. The
57 comfortable and well-appointed cabins
have outside views and en suite facilities.
The ship has a dining room, two bars, a
library, wireless internet access, lounge &
presentation room and a massage therapist.
TRAVEL WITH COX & KINGS
RECOMMENDED TOUR
Classic Spitsbergen – 10 days / 9 nights
from £3,795 per person. This is an 8-night
cruise on the Sea Adventurer with 1 night in
Oslo, Spitsbergen transfers and flights.

www.coxandkings.co.uk/COMPASS
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EGYPT
CAIRO • THE NILE • LAKE NASSER
Anyone with a keen interest in archaeology and ancient history will
want to visit Egypt, but beyond the famed sights, it is a fantastic holiday
destination too. With year-round sunshine, the large number of luxury
hotels and superb cruises offer excellent value.

SPLENDOURS OF EGYPT
8 Days / 7 Nights from £995

The perfect introduction to the highlights of Egypt; includes 2 nights
in Cairo and a 4-night full board Nile cruise and sightseeing.

EGYPTIAN GRAND TOUR
11 Days / 10 Nights from £2,295

This tour visits Lower and Upper Egypt and Lower Nubia. Includes
2 nights in Cairo and 7 nights cruising on the Nile and Lake Nasser.

Oberoi zahra nile cruise
12 Days / 11 Nights from £2,595

Stay at Cairo’s famous Mena House for 3 nights before joining the
stylish Oberoi Zahra for a leisurely 7-night cruise on the Nile.

SMALL GROUP TOURS • TAILOR-MADE TRAVEL

020 7873 5000 • WWW.coxandkings.co.uk/egypt
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Wild
Luxury gone

Travel writer Lauren Jarvis walks on the wild side
in Zambia, where luxury and heritage are driving
a new wilderness experience.

A
“

South African architects Silvio Rech
fter tomorrow’s bush walk,
and Lesley Carstens – the husbandyou’ll have a toe fiddle,” says
and-wife team behind the Robinson
my guide Brian, breaking
Crusoe-inspired North Island ecointo a smile. Bemused,
resort in the Seychelles – Chinzombo
I wonder what bizarre
offers high levels of quality, comfort
local custom I might be in for, given
and personal service, while blending
that previous treats have included
sensitively with its
tales
of
savoury
natural environment.
delights of barbecued
Its six spacious villas
mice (“fur and bone,
“If Shoreditch
and open-air dining
very crunchy!”). It’s
house went on
room, bar and lounge
not until the following
safari, it would
combine
elements
afternoon that the
look a lot like
of the coolest beach
mysteries
of
digit
Chinzombo”
club (white private
doodling are revealed.
pool decks, chill-out
Led into the safari
tunes and hammocks),
lodge’s
comfortable
urban chic (high-tech eco-cooling
lounge, my feet are gently de-booted
systems, copper and recycled steel)
and submerged into a soothing
and an authentic bush experience
lemon bath, in preparation for a slow
(dark woods, canvas, wild elephants
heavenly scrub of salt, olive oil and
outside your bathroom), offering a
herbs. My travelling tootsies are then
sophisticated oasis on the doorstep
blissfully enveloped in peppermint and
of one of the world’s greatest wildlife
lavender massage lotion. Welcome to
sanctuaries. If Shoreditch House went
toe fiddling, Zambian style.
on safari, it would look a lot like
Chinzombo.
Brian is one of the guides working
for Norman Carr safaris in Zambia’s
But while good looks are enough for
South Luangwa National Park.
some, Chinzombo’s rich heritage,
And his unusual description of
coupled with the genuine warmth
a foot massage is no surprise, as
of the company’s staff and extensive
pampering treats have only recently
knowledge of its guides, creates an
arrived in Luangwa, courtesy of the
experience beyond the superficial.
wildly luxurious lodge, Chinzombo.
Norman Carr established South
Stretching lazily along the bank
Luangwa’s first bush camp, Nsefu, in
of the Luangwa river, Chinzombo
1950, placing visitors at the heart of
is the sixth stylish addition to the
the wildlife action in this very special
Norman Carr regional portfolio,
part of southern Africa. Previously
which includes Nsolo, Luwi, Kapani,
a ranger, Norman introduced the
Kakuli and Mchenga. Imagined by
52
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“A pride is heard
calling near THE
camp in the night”

Zambia | Journeys

Lions nuzzling, South Luangwa. ©Burrard-Lucas.com
Campfire breakfast, Nsolo - Norman Carr Safaris

Elephant, South Luangwa

www.coxandkings.co.uk/COMPASS
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> walking safari to Zambia, leading

groups to shoot Luangwa’s large
numbers of wildlife, including four
of the big five – elephants, buffaloes,
lions and leopards – with cameras,
rather than guns. In one of Africa’s
earliest examples of responsible
tourism, he formed partnerships with
local tribespeople, encouraging them
to dedicate land to conservation with
the promise that they would reap the
rewards. Sixty years on, although
Norman has passed away, the
company continues to work with the
community: funding a school, health
projects, scholarships and training for
local guides.
Scooping a host of accolades, including
the 2014 Safari Awards’ Best Guiding
Team and Best Walking Safaris in
Africa (Chinzombo was also awarded
Best New Safari Camp in Africa),
Norman Carr’s experienced guiding
crew is entirely Zambian and wholly
world class. Which is reassuring, as in
Africa, having the right guide is the
key to getting up close (but not too
close!) to some exceptional wildlife.

I

pull on my boots at 6am, ready
for a day in the bush after
spending the night at Nsolo: a
more rustic but equally unique
camp, set in a remote region of
South Luangwa. Four large thatched
chalets on raised wooden decks offer
low-key luxury, with private verandas
and open-sky bathrooms overlooking
the hippos wallowing in the Luwi
river. I head out into the cool morning
air for a sunrise breakfast of fruit,
eggs, porridge and coffee around the

Chinzombo - Norman Carr Safaris

“OUR SENSES ARE
HEIGHTENED AS WE
PUSH THROUGH THE
TALL ELEPHANT GRASS”
campfire, as giraffes wander down
to the river to drink. Like all our
bush meals, half the pleasure is in
the food: light tarts, roulades and
salads for brunch; rich lemon and
chocolate cakes for afternoon tea;
delicious pastas, risottos and grills
for dinner. The other half is in the
location: overlooking a river while
elephants swim to shore; watching
baby baboons playing from the deck;
dining in a torch-lit riverbed under
a dazzling star-spangled sky. Throw
in morning tea breaks in the shade
of ancient baobab trees, and drinks
at sunset next to waterholes where
buffaloes take a dip, and you’ll never
want to eat ‘al desko’ again.

Walking safari - Norman Carr Safaris
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After breakfast, we set off for Luwi.
Eight kilometres from Nsolo, this
romantic camp nestles under giant
mahogany trees, close to a lagoon
cupping a swampy soup of hippos,
crocodiles and Nile cabbage. Like its
neighbour, the camp is dismantled
before the rains and rebuilt at the start
of the dry season. Its four thatched
bamboo chalets are simple but comfy,
with large bedrooms, soft beds and
open-air bathrooms that truly connect
guests with nature. Who needs rubber
ducks when there are bush babies
climbing trees above your shower?
Land Rovers are used for wildlife
drives and customised for optimum
viewing, with tiered seats and open
sides, plus blankets for early-morning
chills. But today we’re following
in the steps of Africa’s past trophy
hunters – tracking lions… on foot.
Moving quietly in single file, with

Norman Carr

Norman Carr

ZAMBIA

“YOU DON’t KNOW
A COUNTRY UNTIL
YOU’VE WALKED IT”

ZAMBIA | Travel notes

All you need to know:
ZAMBIA
SET YOUR COMPASS
by Cox & Kings Africa expert Louise Stanion

THE BACKGROUND

Brian following behind, we traverse
winding sandy river beds, past zebras,
wildebeests and impalas. Emeraldgreen blankets of love birds take
flight as we scrunch through the
bush, while lilac-breasted rollers
flash iridescent turquoise and violet
feathers through the mopane groves.
As the heat rises, we pause for tea
and cautious bathroom breaks behind
tamarind trees. Walking over leopard,
wild dog and hyena tracks, not to
mention unidentifiable chewed bones,
we are acutely aware that, in this
land, we’re no longer at the top of the
food chain. Our senses are heightened
as we push through the tall elephant

“I PULL ON MY
BOOTS AT 6AM,
ready for a day
in the bush”
grass, listening out for every sound
and hoping it may lead us to the
pride that was heard calling near
camp in the night. An adrenalin bird
bursts suddenly from the bush – living
up to its name – but today we see no
lions to set the heart racing. Instead,
wandering this timeless landscape
soothes the soul. Norman Carr
once said, “You don’t really know
a country until you’ve walked it.”
And with untouched wilderness like
South Luangwa to explore, Zambia
is definitely a country worth getting
to know. •
This article originally appeared in
Canary Wharf Magazine

LOCATION Zambia is a landlocked country
in southern Africa, bordering the Democratic
Republic of the Congo to the north,
Tanzania to the north-east, Malawi to the
east, Mozambique, Zimbabwe, Botswana
and Namibia to the south, and Angola to
the west. The capital city, Lusaka, is in the
south-central part of the country.
LANGUAGES The official language
of Zambia is English, which is used to
conduct official business and is the
medium of instruction in schools.
The main local language, especially in
Lusaka, is Nyanja.
POPULATION 14.54 million (2013)
TIME ZONE GMT +1 hour.
CURRENCY Zambian kwacha (ZMK)
£1 = 8432.16 ZMK
VISAS A visa is required for entry into
Zambia. British clients who are transiting
Zambia as part of their holiday will be
required to pay a fee of US$65pp.

BEFORE YOU TRAVEL
WHEN TO GO
The dry season (June to October) is the
best time of year to spot predators as the
grass is short and animals cluster around
the Luangwa river, and popular for walking
safaris, which originated in the Luangwa
valley. The Emerald Season (November
to mid-May) brings with it wonderfully
colourful migrant birds and a chance to
see wild dogs.
WHAT TO READ
Safari Dreaming: An African Safari
Experience in the South Luangwa Valley,
Zambia by Paul Joynson-Hicks
This safari art book was commissioned by
Robin Pope Safaris. Using a wide variety
of colour and exceptional black and white
art prints, this beautiful book looks at the
entire safari experience as seen in the
Luangwa valley.

FIND OUT MORE
www.normancarrsafaris.com
Norman Carr Safaris is widely recognised
as one of the foremost tour operators in
Zambia. It operates six camps in South
Luangwa including Kapani Lodge, Nsolo,
Kakuli and Mchenja bush camps, and,
in June 2013, they opened the newest
camp: wildly luxurious Chinzombo.

www.coxandkings.co.uk/COMPASS

South Luangwa National Park The lush
Luangwa valley teems with wildlife. Hippos
are easily spotted here, lounging in the river
and lagoons, while Thornicroft’s giraffes
are unique to the Luangwa valley. Regular
predator sightings include lions, leopards
and wild dogs (especially in February).
Lower Zambezi National Park Enjoy day
and night 4x4 wildlife drives and walking,
canoeing and motorboat safaris.
Kafue National Park An enormous area
of floodplain and forest, intersected by
numerous rivers, Kafue is Zambia’s largest
national park. The vast Busanga plains
provide very good wildlife viewing especially
during the dry season (July to October).
Victoria Falls On the Zambian side of the
river is the historic town of Livingstone,
named after the famous Victorian missionary
explorer of the same name. One of the best
places to witness this immense mass of
water is tiny Livingstone Island, the place
where Livingstone first glimpsed the falls,
Mosi-oa-Tunya (The Smoke That Thunders).

BEING THERE
WHERE TO STAY
Chinzombo, South Luangwa Valley
The newly opened Chinzombo is a superbly
luxurious lodge with six huge villas, each
with a separate living area, plunge pool
and deck. Located on the edge of the
Luangwa river, expect to experience some
of Zambia’s best guiding.

TRAVEL WITH COX & KINGS
RECOMMENDED TOURS
Zambia: Luangwa & Livingstone – 11
days / 8 nights from £3,695 per person.
Visit the South Luangwa Valley and
Livingstone’s Victoria Falls at a relaxed
pace, while staying in characterful,
authentic accommodation.
Zambia In Style – 11 days / 8 nights
from £6,145.
Visit the South Luangwa Valley and
Livingstone’s Victoria Falls at a relaxed
pace, while staying in some of Zambia’s
most stylish accommodation.
COMPASS
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Images from top, clockwise: Brown bear & cub; Bald eagle,
Kenai Peninsula; caribou, Seward; Alaskan landscape
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Tracking the
Wilderness
Nick Boulos travels along the Alaska Railroad for an
unforgettable train ride through this historic wilderness

A

n air of great
expectation had
descended over
the railway station
on the quiet outskirts of
Anchorage. I was not immune
from the sense of occasion;
a deep-rooted excitement
took hold as I caught my first
glimpse of the muscular blue
and yellow carriages of the
Alaska Railroad locomotive.
One of the world’s great
train journeys, the historic
route dates back to the early
1900s when 4,500 men spent
eight back-breaking years
laying the tracks. It slices
through America’s wildest

the rush? Hopping aboard
and settling into my seat in
the glass-roofed observation
carriage, the train lurched into
motion. Soon, the suburbs
slipped away as we journeyed
south on the four-hour ride
to Seward. Landscapes of
pointy mountains and glaciers,
waterfalls and endless forests
pressed against the windows.
A bald eagle circled high in the
sky, swooping in wide circles
over still bays that reflected
the surrounding snowy peaks.

state, travelling south to
north from coastal Seward
up to Fairbanks, a city
750km away that sits on the
cusp of the Arctic Circle, via
iconic national parks, quirky
towns and cosmopolitan
communities.

At Seward, on the Kenai
peninsula, it was time to swap
train travel for a voyage on the
high seas. The cruise around
Resurrection Bay was as
blusterous as it was thrilling,
with wallowing sea otters
bobbing just offshore. Soon,
a pod of 12 orca whales were
sighted by the skipper, their
dark dorsal fins appearing like
a row of witches’ hats on the
horizon. We sailed on, around
the formidable vertical cliffs
of Cape Resurrection, where
thousands of squawking
seabirds nested and mountain
goats roamed the high ridges.

It’s possible to do the lion’s
share of the journey, from
Anchorage to Fairbanks, in
just over 12 hours, but what’s

Backtracking north to
Anchorage, the state’s
largest city, allowed me an
overnight stopover to enjoy

“A bald eagle circled high in the
sky, swooping in wide circles”

www.coxandkings.co.uk/COMPASS

the impressive museums. I
wouldn’t have missed the
Alaska Native Heritage Centre
for a fascinating look into the
lives of the original indigenous
settlers. There was also time
for a cycle ride along the
scenic 17km Tony Knowles
Coastal Trail (followed by a
well-deserved pint of locally
produced beer at the Glacier
Brewhouse).
My cross-state odyssey
continued back aboard the
Alaska Railroad. The train
sped through Anchorage’s
more affluent neighbourhoods,
where light aircraft were
parked in driveways and
streets had their own grassy
runways. The live onboard
commentary ensured we
didn’t miss a thing, from
obscure historical facts to
spotting brown bears in the
nearby rivers.
Next stop was Talkeetna,
gateway to grand Mount
McKinley. The continent’s
icy crown stands at 6,193
metres and is North America’s
highest peak. Taking pride
of place among the jagged
Alaskan range, it looms over
the eccentric town (population
876) that recently declared
much-loved Stubbs the Cat
as its mayor. Postcards of
the ginger tabby are stacked
high in Nagley’s Convenience
Store, where he is often found
snoozing in the corner.
Across the road, at the
Fairview Inn pub, the barmaid
was busy apologising
to a local farmer with a
magnificently bushy beard. He
clutched a jam jar filled with
Alaskan Amber beer as she
spoke. “If my dog kills another
one of your chickens, I will
happily pay for it,” she said,
wiping the counter. “No point
worrying about such things,”

COMPASS
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plans to see the mountain
top. I took to the skies in
a tiny prop plane, which
soared over an unforgettable
patchwork of rivers and
snowy valleys. Oxygen masks
became mandatory as we
circled McKinley’s cloudshrouded peak. Staring down

“Resurrection Bay
was as blusterous
as it was thrilling”

in the characterful Alaskanstyle cabins.
The final stop on the Alaska
Railroad is Fairbanks.
Founded in 1901, it’s a
remote place where the
northern lights dance across
the city’s inky black winter

“My cross-state odyssey continued
back aboard the Alaska Railroad”
at its frozen slopes, I spotted
clusters of dark specks;
more climbers hopeful of
reaching the top. “It was like
looking out of the windows
of heaven,” as one of Stuck’s
expedition team described the
experience in 1913.

Sea otter, Resurrection Bay

“More jaw-dropping
views lay further north”
> he replied. “If it happens,
I’ll just shoot the damn thing.”
I stifled a giggle and returned
to watching the baseball
that flickered on the TV
mounted beside the giant
muskox head.
Many who venture to this
curious spot do so to conquer
Mt McKinley; an arduous,
decidedly dangerous ascent
that takes the best part of
three weeks. It’s just over a
century since the first people –
a band of four hardy souls led
by British-born priest Hudson
Stuck – reached the top. I
had no intention of following
in their footsteps, but still had
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More jaw-dropping views lay
further north. Denali National
Park is one of America’s
most spectacular: 24,000 sq
km of untouched wilderness
laced with gushing rivers
and deserted hiking trails. At
the turn of the 20th century,
the area was plundered for
gold, but long before that
it was the hunting ground
for Athabascan tribes, who
christened this place Denali
(meaning ‘High One’ after the
nearby mountain).
Things changed in 1923
with the arrival of the railroad.
Tourism arrived soon after,
with 36 intrepid visitors
among the first to fall for
Denali’s many charms.
Experiencing the pick of the
park’s charms is a lot easier
these days. The best way to
see its variety is along the
148 km Park Road, a route
that often reveals bears,
moose, wolves and many of
the other 200 mammal and
bird species native to this
wilderness. Accommodation
standards have moved on
since the 1920s too. Set
on Sugarloaf Mountain is
the Grande Denali Lodge,
a cosy property with fine
views and crackling fireplaces

COX & KINGS TRAVEL

nights. In the warmer months,
an afternoon’s trip on the
Sternwheeler Riverboat along
the Chena and Tanana rivers
is not to be missed. Far more
than just a leisurely journey
with lovely scenery, it offers an
insightful glimpse into Alaskan
heritage. Highlights include a
visit to an Athabascan village
and a riverside salmon camp
where the secrets of how
the early settlers would
catch and prepare Alaska’s
favourite dish – and most
famous underwater resident –
are revealed.
When the time came to
leave, even as I drew the final
lungfuls of cold fresh Arctic
air deep into my body, I felt
certain my Alaskan memories
and experiences would stay
with me forever. •

Alaska | Journeys

“It was like
looking out of
the windows
of heaven”

Mount McKinley

Brown bears
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Alaska Railroad locomotive
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FACE TO FACE
WITH ALASKA

Alaska is the largest state in the US and often referred to as ‘the last frontier’. Many of
the epic landscapes are well connected by road and train, although some locations such
as the capital Juneau can only be accessed by plane or boat. This sparsely populated
area has towering mountains, national parks, calving glaciers and superb wildlife
viewing opportunities, all waiting to be discovered and explored.

Self-Drive Private Travel • 9 Days / 8 Nights from £1,495
A circular self-drive itinerary perfect for the first-time visitor and a superb overview
for guests who wish to travel independently. Travel from the coast to the mountainous
interior and back again through some of Alaska’s most stunning scenery.
• See North Americas tallest peak, Mt McKinley
• Cruise through the pristine waters of Prince William Sound
• Explore the largest city in Alaska, Anchorage

www.coxandkings.co.uk/canada
REQUEST YOUR COPY OF THE CANADA & ALASKA BROCHURE, NEW FOR 2015 • 020 7873 5000

ALASKA
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All you need to know:
ALASKA

>

by Cox & Kings Alaska expert – Neill Prothero

THE BACKGROUND
LOCATION Alaska is located in the north-west of the North American continent,
bordered by the Canadian provinces of the Yukon to the east and British Columbia
to the south.
LANGUAGES English
POPULATION 735,132
TIME ZONE GMT -8 hours
CURRENCY United States dollar (USD / $) £1 = $1.6
VISAS The US Visa Waiver Programme (VWP) allows most British citizen passport
holders to visit the US for up to 90 days.
POTTED HISTORY Alaska has been populated by indigenous peoples for thousands
of years, but only became of interest to European states in the 18th century. Alaska
was purchased from Russia by the US in 1867, but not admitted as the 49th state until
1959. Today, the economy is heavily reliant on oil, fishing and tourism.

*

TOP TIP Stay at least one night at a wilderness lodge; although these properties
are more expensive than a regular hotel, they are set in stunning and exclusive
wilderness locations and often include all meals and excursions.

BEFORE YOU TRAVEL

BEING THERE

WHEN TO GO
The most popular time to visit Alaska
is between May and August due to the
favourable weather and accessibility
around the state during this period. .

WHERE TO STAY
Kenai Fjords Glacier Lodge, Kenai Fjords
National Park
Set within the boundaries of the Kenai
Fjords National Park on the edge of a
lagoon, this 16-cabin property can only
be reached by boat. There are views of
Pederson glacier and black bears can
often be spotted around the lodge.

WHAT TO READ
Passage to Juneau: A Sea and Its
Meaning by Jonathan Raban
This travelogue traces Captain Vancouver’s
1792 voyage in the Discovery, travelling
by boat from Seattle to Juneau in Alaska
through the Inside Passage.
Travels in Alaska by John Muir
This journey to south-eastern Alaska in
1879 includes visits to the Alexander
archipelago, the Stickeen river and along
the mainland coast.
Alaska, an American Colony
by Stephen Haycox
Covering cultural, political, economic and
environmental history, this book explores
the continuing impact of the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act, the trans-Alaska
pipeline, and the Alaska Lands Act.
WHAT TO WATCH
Into the Wild
This 2007 film, adapted from the book of
the same name, is based on the travels
of Christopher McCandless across North
America and the Alaskan wilderness in
the early 1990s.

Winterlake Lodge, Denali National Park
Winterlake Lodge is set on the Iditarod
Trail near the southern boundary of Denali
National Park, reached in one hour by float
plane from Anchorage. There are excellent
walking trails and wildlife-watching
opportunities in the local area.
River’s Edge Resort, Fairbanks
The River’s Edge resort offers 94 cottages
set in a grassy compound along the gentle
Chena river. Cottages have their own
private patios, or step outside and stroll
along the Chena River Walk that connects
to the Fairbanks trail system.
WHAT TO EAT
With thousands of miles of coastline,
seafood is a speciality in Alaska, particularly
wild-caught salmon, king crab, Pacific
cod and halibut. There are many wild
berries, including blueberries, cranberries,
salmonberries, mossberries and
lingonberries. Wild game is also available,
such as caribou, moose, elk and reindeer.
www.coxandkings.co.uk/COMPASS
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Anchorage Alaska’s largest settlement,
Anchorage is the gateway to the state
and home to the Native Heritage Centre,
the Museum of Natural History and the
Alaska Centre for the Performing Arts.
Kenai Fjords National Park This
network of fjords covers 2,700 sq km
of wilderness, home to 38 glaciers and
wildlife including Steller sea lions, sea
otters, harbour seals, bald eagles and
humpback and Gray whales.
Denali National Park Accessible by
car or train from Anchorage, the park
is home more than 100 bird species,
caribou, wolves, moose, grizzly bears
and North America’s highest mountain,
Mt McKinley.
Kodiak Island The largest island in the
Kodiak Archipelago, the islands are home
to the largest sub-species of the brown
bear known as Kodiak bears, which can
grow up to 2.4 metres in length and
weigh in excess of 450kg.
Seward Seward is a port town in
southern Alaska, the disembarkation
point for many cruises and also the
southern terminus of the Alaska Railroad,
making it a popular starting point for
journeys into the interior.

FIND OUT MORE
www.travelalaska.com
A wealth of information on
accommodation, culture, wildlife and
destinations.

TRAVEL WITH COX & KINGS
RECOMMENDED TOUR
Alaska by Rail – 9 days / 8 nights from
£2,095 per person.
Travel 750km of the Alaska Railroad from
Seward to Fairbanks.
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Treasure

Trail
Lonely Planet’s
Abigail Blasi
travels from
Hyderabad to
Hampi to discover
the ancient walled
cities of India’s
lost empires

The

southern Indian regions of Karnataka
and Andhra Pradesh harbour some of
the country’s greatest unsung treasures.
This makes travelling here a treat: you’ll not only discover
architectural wonders dating back many centuries, but also
be among an exclusive group of those in the know. And
you’ll be greeted by local people with an open warmth that
tends to disappear in the more popular haunts.
The tangled streets of Hyderabad are interspersed
with gleaming new buildings, an indicator of its recent
makeover as the technological hub known as ‘Cyberabad’.
This city was once a very different kind of powerhouse
though: the seat of an Islamic empire ruled by the Nizams
– a people famed for their opulence in a country whose
empires were renowned for lavish living. Although the
Nizams’ empire had dwindled by the 19th century, the last
of their number was one of the richest men in the world,
attended by an astounding 11,000 servants.
Hyderabad and its surrounds are sprinkled with great
palaces and forts, the last vestiges of this once mighty
empire. Hidden away in some frenetic backstreets, the
magnificent Chowmahalla Palace looks almost to be
built of icing sugar: a wedding cake confection offering
a serene, tranquil retreat from the world outside. Its
name comes from Urdu: ‘chow’, meaning four, and
‘mahalla’, palaces. The structure glitters with finery, most
sumptuously so in the Durbar Hall, whose vast Belgian
chandeliers had a dedicated team of 38 servants to polish
them. It’s no stretch to imagine the great festivities the hall
once hosted, its walls lined with colonnades meeting in
delicate pointed arches, gilded and painted in ochre, gold
and white.
Around 11km from Hyderabad is Golconda Fort, more
of a ruined city than a ruined fortress. Buildings mostly
date from the 16th century when Golconda was the
capital, but there were forts here long before that. It’s in
fact four separate forts, surrounded by a dramatic 10-kmlong wall, punctuated by curved bastions, some of which
are still mounted with awe-inspiring cannons. There are
eight huge gateways and four drawbridges. Within these
impressive fortifications lay palaces, temples, mosques,
and stables.

>
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fort also has fantastic views. You cannot
fail to notice the array of fairytale-like,
bulbous domes dotting the landscape,
like a gathering of sculpted hot air balloons. These are the
serene Qutb Shahi tombs: elegant domed structures set in
paradisiacal gardens, laid out in formal patterns. These once
venerated monuments are now largely forgotten, their domes
glittering with what remain of the original coloured tiles.
Crossing the border to the neighbouring state of
Karnataka, it’s a rare treat to see the ancient walled town of
Bidar: another great former capital, established even earlier
than Golconda in the 15th century. These are some of India’s
most magnificent ruins. The unbelievably off-the-radar
palaces, temples and monuments are spread across hills
tangled in green. Enormous Bidar Fort, delicate yet mighty,
would be mobbed if it was in Rajasthan, but here you’ll
have it almost all to yourself. Take your time to appreciate
its mammoth gateways, beautiful mosques, and incredible
Islamic madrasa (school), with its triple layers of rustcoloured arches that loop across to huge arched gateways.
A short distance away, another city-as-fort is Gulbarga, the
ruined seat of the Bahmani sultans. Its great mosque is jawdroppingly spectacular. Completed in the early 14th century,
it was built to house 5,000 worshippers. Its five huge domes
are supported by 250 arches, which in turn are supported on
immense yet fragilely elegant colonnades. The architecture
is a mix of Persian and Indo-Islamic architecture, and
parallels have also been drawn between this and the mosque
(now cathedral) in Corboda, Spain. The views through
the hallways of petal-like arches are perfect in symmetry:
almost like looking into a looking glass, the repeating shapes
disappearing into the distance.

Virupaksha
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Qutb Shahi

Around 130km from Gulbarga and dating from the late
Deccan sultanate, Bijapur encompasses a glorious collection
of mosques, forts and palaces. Of these, Golgumbaz is a
grandiose, palatial mausoleum that looks like a fairytale
illustration from a Persian miniature painting, with its sevenstorey turrets. It’s topped by a dome, 38 metres in diameter
and featuring a ‘whispering gallery’. The graceful Ibrahim
Rouza monument is another highlight of the area, and
Bijapur’s Great Mosque is said to have inspired the Taj Mahal.

In

startling contrast to this trail of Islamic
architecture, the Pattadakal temple complex is a
Unesco world heritage site, whose rugged rustcoloured structures were built by the Badami Chalukyas
in the seventh and eighth centuries. Nearby are even more
ancient temples, with more than 100 structures dotted
around the modern town of Aihole. Beyond here you can
visit Badami itself, the ancient capital, with a remarkable
setting and some astounding rock-cut shrines set into
dramatic clumps of red sandstone. In some areas pillars have
been cut into the base of the cliff to form atriums beneath,
seemingly supporting the entire cliff itself. Other ornately
carved russet-red temples edge the pale green waters of the
fifth-century Agastyatirtha Tank.
It’s always good to end a journey on a high note, and this
odyssey reaches dizzying heights at Hampi, the medieval
capital of the Vijayanagar empire, a site to rival Angkor Wat
in Cambodia, with almost 4,000 monuments spread across
36 sq km. It is immortalised in the Hindu epic Ramayana as
the land of the monkey gods. There’s a wild, otherworldly,
enchanting feeling to the landscape. littered with giant
boulders and intricate temples carved from the same greygreen stone. Of the many temples, the only one still in use
is Virupaksha, almost 50 metres high at its tallest point,
and built in the 15th century. Built 100 years later, and
the most masterfully carved of all the structures, is Vittala
Temple, centred on a stone chariot. The outer pillars were
carved in such a way to reproduce the sound of different
musical instruments when tapped. Unfortunately, centuries
of tapping has started to damage the pillars, so they may
only be played by official musicians. Beautiful in a different
way is Hampi’s incredible baoli (water tank), with its almost
modern zigzagging steps, forming Escher-like patterns down
to the water. A place to gaze, reflection upon reflection, into
the dark, historic pool of lost empires. •
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All you need to know:
The Deccan Plateau

>

by Cox & Kings India expert – Balaji Kandasamy

THE BACKGROUND
LOCATION The Deccan plateau is a raised triangle that spreads across most of
southern India. It is bordered by the Eastern and Western Ghats (mountain ranges),
which meet almost at the tip of southern India, and the Central Highlands at the
northern part of the triangle.
LANGUAGES Hindi and English are widely spoken. However, given the enormous
diversity, regional languages tend to dominate certain geographical areas.
POPULATION 1.2 billion (all India)
TIME ZONE GMT+ 5.5 hours
CURRENCY Indian rupee (INR) £1 = 98 INR
VISAS Required for British passport holders and should be obtained prior to departure
from the UK.
POTTED HISTORY The Deccan plateau is of great historical importance to India as it
was home to some of the greatest Indian kingdoms of the medieval age, including the
Bahmani Sultanate, the Chalukyas of Badami and the Vijayanagara empire. Thanks to
this, Hampi, former capital of the Vijayanagara empire, and Hyderabad, the pearl of the
Deccan, are home to some of the greatest architectural treasures of India.

*

TOP TIP Visit the workshop in a village just outside Hyderabad, which was set up

by Suraiya Hasan Bose many years ago in order to revive almost extinct techniques
of weaving. Fascinating stuff.

BEFORE YOU TRAVEL

WHAT TO READ

THROUGH A WRITER’S EYES
“In India an explanation is often more
confusing than what prompted it.”
Tahir Shah, Beyond The Devil’s Teeth

Gulbarga The Gulbarga fort, the Jami
mosque and the Dargah of Bande
Nawaz are all Islamic cultural highlights.
Badami, Aihole & Pattadakal Rock-cut
cave temples and other architectural
splendours make this architectural
cluster of towns an art historian’s dream.
Hyderabad Hyderabad is the ‘pearl
of the Deccan’. Highlights within the
city include Char Minar, the Salar Jung
museum and the impressive mosques of
Jami Masjid and the Mecca Masjid.
Hampi Regarded as greater than Rome
in the 15th century, Hampi is dotted with
the impressive ruins of more than 500
monuments, including beautiful temples.

Hampi’s Boulders, Hampi
On the banks of the Tungabhadra river,
about 40km from the town of Hospet,
Hampi’s Boulders is set among a striking
boulder-strewn landscape. The 13
cottages and rooms, built in harmony with
the environment, are of varying sizes and
decor, simply furnished and offer superb
views of either the surrounding wilderness
or the river.

WHEN TO GO
The most pleasant time to visit is from
November to March. October and
November is the post-monsoon season
in India, when the weather is mild and the
countryside is lush and picturesque.
The winter months (December to
February) are ideal as the weather during
the day is pleasant, but evenings can be
a bit chilly.

A Social History of
the Deccan, 13001761 by Richard
Maxwell Eaton
Recounting the history
of the Deccan plateau
from the 14th century
to the rise of European
colonialism, this book
depicts the lives of eight Indians living at
different times during this period. Their
individual stories are woven together,
highlighting the most important social
processes of the Deccan.

SET YOUR COMPASS

Lotus Mahal, Hampi

BEING THERE
WHAT TO EAT
Hyderabadi Biryani (lamb).
Biryani is a mixed rice dish considered to
be of south Indian origin. The Hyderabadi
version includes basmati rice, yoghurt,
onions, spices, lemon and saffron.
WHERE TO STAY
Taj Falaknuma Palace, Hyderabad
A rare blend of Italian and Tudor
architecture, Taj Falaknuma Palace was
originally the royal guesthouse of Nizam
of Hyderabad. Ten years of sensitive
restoration have converted the property into
a palatial luxury hotel. It features 60 stylish
rooms and suites overlooking the gardens.
www.coxandkings.co.uk/COMPASS

The Golden Chariot
The luxurious Golden Chariot train
travels through Mysore, Srirangapatna,
and the scenic Nagarhole National
Park. It passes Belur’s historic temples,
Hampi and Pattadakal’s world heritage
sites, as well as Goa’s golden beaches.
The Golden Chariot has 19 specially
designed coaches, comprising
attractive cabins inspired by the
Mysore and Belur Halebid schools of
art and architecture.

TRAVEL WITH COX & KINGS
RECOMMENDED TOUR
Journey to Hampi – 14 Days / 12 Nights
from £2,545 per person.
This private journey explores the
monuments of the once powerful
kingdoms and discovers the history of
this fascinating region.
COMPASS
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Selfies in front of the
Eiffel Tower or tourists
mugging in front of a
monastery are rarely a
pretty picture. But in his
new book Photography:
The Definitive Visual
History, author and
photographer Tom Ang
argues that travel and
photography have
gone hand in hand
from the start.
Louis Daguerre (1787-1851)
was a French artist who invented
not only photography but also the
camera. His instruction manual,
published in 20 countries across
the world in 1839, created great
enthusiasm for photography
and inspired people to set off on
voyages across the oceans.
Daguerreotype photographic
production swept the world.
Photographers reached China shortly
after 1839. Captain Lucas of Sydney
took the first picture of Australia as
early as 1841, and Helgi Sigurdsson
took the technique of daguerreotype
production to Iceland in 1846, having
learnt photography when he was
supposed to be studying medicine in
Copenhagen. Press advertisements
for daguerreotype equipment were on
view in India in 1840, soon after its
invention in Europe, and in March
that year, Irish physician Dr William
Brooke O’Shaughnessy put on the first
photography exhibition in India, of
views in Calcutta (Kolkata).
In 1842, a wagon pulled by six
horses left the Russian Foreign
Ministry in Moscow and journeyed to
Tehran, Iran, to deliver a daguerreotype
outfit – complete with photographer –
to Muhammad Shah Qajar, king
of Persia, who had requested it.
Photography took a little longer to
reach Japan. In 1843, Ueno Toshinojo,
Nagasaki’s official clock-maker, tried
044_047_N_ExploringtheWorld.indd 47
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◁ canyon De chelly, new mexico
tIMOtHy H. O'SULLIVAn, 1873
The surrounding landscape is so dramatic
that it is easy to overlook the ruins of an
Anasazi Indian pueblo, squatting at the
dark, gaping entrance to a cave. The black
and white contrast emphasizes the
striations in the rock. Its towering height,
accentuated by the vertical format, blocks
out the sky. The canyon became a national
monument in 1931.
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to import the necessary equipment,
but according to contemporary
records it did not arrive until 1848.
Peru pipped Japan, welcoming its first
photographers in 1847.
Voyagers returned home from distant
lands with photographs of cloud-topped
mountains and gorgeous palaces,
suggesting that untold riches might
be gained by funding trading ships to
the Orient. Tales of the unknown were
a similar lure. They started with the
best-selling 13th-century accounts of
Marco Polo. Now travellers were eager
to see the fabulous palaces, temples, and
strange peoples and beasts mentioned
in these tales for themselves and better
still, to capture them on camera.
The work of English photographer
Francis Frith added fuel to the popular
passion for foreign travel. He went on
three trips to Egypt and the Holy Land.
Before the first in 1856, he bought a
steam boat and thousands of pounds’
worth of apparatus to keep him going
in the desert. Most of the equipment
was either fragile or dangerous – glass
plates, chemicals, and lenses. He
had to prepare and develop all his
COX & KINGS TRAVEL

(1863), and Egypt (1869). The
wealthy could now see the sights for
themselves with relative ease.

MaMMOTH pLa

Egypt beckons
Ever since Napoleon’s campaigns in
Egypt in 1798, the French had been
intrigued by Egypt, the Holy Land,
and the Orient. French writer Maxime
Du Camp took the most celebrated
early travel photographs. With fellow
author Gustave Flaubert, he journeyed
through Egypt and Turkey via Palestine
and Syria from 1849 to 1851. Using
the calotype (paper-negative) process,
the pair surveyed major monuments.
Five years later, the archeologist
Auguste Salzmann used photographs to
back up Félicien de Saulcy’s drawings
of Middle Eastern ruins, which had
been dismissed as too fanciful. The
positive reception of Du Camp’s
and Salzmann’s work marked a key
moment in visual culture, as it was
the first time that the west’s view
Old FaithFul,
WILLIaM
HENrYby
JaCkSON, 1870
of the Orient
had been
shaped
photographs.
While the Middle East was
geographically near Europe, religion
and politics were greater barriers to
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cross than land and sea. Nonetheless,
the Abdullah brothers in Egypt
overcame local reservations enough
to set up studios in Constantinople
(Istanbul), Cairo, and Alexandria, and
became court photographers to the
Ottoman sultanate in 1862.

The lure of the unknown
A search began for objects of
curiosity. The exotic, the eastern, and
above all the different – in the form
of people, buildings, and artefacts –
were to be found in lands far from the
salons of Europe. In 1857, for example,
the French government commissioned
archeologist Claude-Joseph-Désiré
Charnay to go to Mexico. He spent
four years there, and was the first to
photograph the archeological sites of
the once mighty Mayan civilisation. He
managed to create wet-plate negatives
of ruins in the steamy jungles of the
Yucatán, Mexico.
Another Frenchman, Émile Gsell,
photographed Indochina extensively,
taking the first pictures of the
magnificent temple of Angkor Wat in
what is now Cambodia. Travelling
photographers spread the art to the
locals, and they too began to take
pictures of their national heritage. Not
everyone travelled to the four corners of
the Earth – landscapes closer to home
were also unknown. The Bisson brothers
contended with frozen equipment
to take photographs of Mont Blanc.
The spectacular snowy heights of the
mountain staggered the French public.

a halt to all exploration from 1861
to 1865, but afterwards the United
States Geological and Geographic
Survey sent teams of photographers
and geologists west. Painters also
accompanied the surveys, but they
had already been demoted. They
were not paid, and had to cover their
own expenses.

@RevRichardColes
The Reverend Richard
Coles is a parish priest
in Northamptonshire
and regular host of BBC
Radio 4’s popular Saturday Live.

Each summer, William Bell, John
K Hillers, William Henry Jackson,
Timothy H O’Sullivan, and Carleton
E Watkins, among others, sent back
bulk shipments of glass photographic
plates, some of which were enormous,
to the photography department of the
Treasury in Washington.

@RevRichardColes has 67.1k followers,
congregation for his prodigious 85k tweets.

Many more images never made it
back because the difficulties facing
these men were huge. The only means
of transport through the wilderness
were wagons and small boats.
O’Sullivan himself almost drowned
when he fell out of a boat in the
rapids and was washed downriver.

History Professor Mary Beard –
@wmarybeard – is however the best thing
in England. You want to know how to cook
a dormouse, convert a troll, or out Caligula
Caligula? Mary est mater!

The photographs that did survive
were so impressive that they led to the
formation of the first national parks in
1864 and 1872. Senator John Conness
of California, who put forward the
Yosemite Bill of 1864 to protect the
area, owned a set of Watkins’ prints.
These pioneering photographers also
provided impetus for the expansion
of the railways, pushing the American
frontier ever westwards.

Tales of wonderful sculptural
landscapes to be found in the Wild
West of America were quick to
reach the salons of the east coast.
Descriptions of grandeur in the
untamed wilderness conjured up a
heady mix of freedom and danger and
excited the interest of photographers.

The extraordinary beauty and scale
of the landscapes depicted in these
photographs, never seen in the US
before, created a sense of national
identity and pride. There is no doubt
that the work of Watkins, O’Sullivan
and other adventurous photographers
shaped the American consciousness
and the nation’s landscape
photography for a century or more. •

First off the mark were John Charles
Frémont and Solomon Carvalho,
who came back in 1854 from
what are now the states of Kansas,
Colorado, and Utah with hundreds
of daguerreotypes. The civil war put

An extract from
Photography: The
Definitive Visual History
by Tom Ang (Published
October 2014, Dorling
Kindersley, £25.00)

Wild expansionism in the US

My
world accordin
g
to Twitter...

www.coxandkings.co.uk/COMPASS

Poetry Ian McMillan’s - @IMcMillan – is the
best thing on Twitter. His early morning walks
around northern towns live in my memory
like the analects of Confucius but to an
accompaniment of milk floats.

Life Skills Among my favourite people who
tell me stuff I don’t know is Sam Pearson –
@Sambrondanw – a young farmer in Wales.
I almost long to find ticks in a fleece just so I
can apply what I have learned from him.
World View I highly recommend Sr
Catherine Wyburne – @DigitalNun – an
enclosed Benedictine nun who was once
a banker and comments from the heart of
stillness and silence on a tempestuous world.
Colour My life is much enriched by Patrick
Baty – @PatrickBaty – not only the country’s
leading expert on 18th-century paint finishes,
but also a former soldier who served in the
Special Forces. So cool.
Whimsy For sheer foolishness I adore Alan
Stoob – @NaziHunterAlan – not a Nazi, not a
hunter, not an Alan, but nothing in Dunstable
escapes his notice, and his online romance
with @AlisonMoyet is better than anything on
the Archers.
Fathomless Riches: Or How
I Went From Pop To Pulpit
by The Revd Richard Coles
(Weidenfeld & Nicolson,
hardback £20/ eBook £10.99)

Why not follow Cox & Kings?

@coxandkingsUK
COMPASS
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Eyes on

St Petersburg

The Trinity & St Nicholas cathedral

Art historian Dr Colin Bailey guides us through
St Petersburg, a city with an imposing past and
dazzling modern presence.

S

tanding on the Strelka, I am
confronted by one of the most
beautiful cityscapes in all of
Europe. From this spit of Vasilyevsky
Island, with Thomas de Thomon’s
elegant neoclassical stock exchange
behind me, the panorama unfurls
across the expansive Neva river to
Petrogradskaya and the impressive
Peter and Paul Fortress.
Marking the foundation of St Petersburg
in 1703, this arresting fortress was
constructed by Peter the Great with the
aim of controlling the Neva delta. Its
formidable walls enclose a prison, the
mint and the tsar’s original boathouse.
But at its heart lies Domenico Trezzini’s
flamboyant baroque masterpiece – the
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Cathedral of St Peter and Paul, whose
golden needle spire can be seen for
miles around.
It was for buildings such as this that
St Petersburg was built. Taking
inspiration from the west, rather than
eastern Russia’s heritage, it would rival
Europe’s other great cities. And with
a vibrant, cosmopolitan atmosphere it
does just that, although arguably with
an even more fascinating history.
Between the laying of that foundation
stone to Peter the Great’s death in
1725, up to 100,000 prisoners of war,
conscripts, soldiers and criminals died
during the city’s construction – from
starvation and disease, or flogging and
COX & KINGS TRAVEL

execution. More than half a million more
perished during the 900-day siege
of Leningrad (as it was then known)
between 1941 and 1945, and the preand post-war purges by Stalin. But
while such melancholy memories may
still be felt, St Petersburg has been
a determinedly modern city from the
outset. Appointed the Russian capital
in 1712, a coterie of international talent
was enlisted to build, staff and develop
the city so that, today, its countless
achievements are admired by many.
Turning my gaze to the south affords
glorious views of the embankments
across the Palace Bridge, and
Bartolomeo Rastrelli’s opulent Winter
Palace. Built for Tsaritsa Elizabeth
between 1754 and 1762, it is now part of
the ensemble of buildings that make up
the Hermitage – one of the largest and
most important museums in the world.
A highlight of any visit here is the

st petersburg | Journeys

vast array of old masters, amassed
initially by Catherine the Great from
1764 to 1779 via the purchase of
some of Europe’s finest collections –
including that of Sir Robert Walpole,
generally regarded as Britain’s first
prime minister. In the collections you
will find two Leonardos, a couple of
Raphaels, several Titians and rooms
of Rembrandt, Rubens, Van Dyck,
Poussin and Claude, as well as a
breathtaking Judith and Holofernes
by Giorgione. More recent acquisitions
by the museum include impressionist
and post-impressionist paintings and
early works by the likes of Picasso
and Matisse.
Heading downriver from the Winter
Palace takes me to Andrei Zakharov’s
Admiralty complex, from which I spot the
spellbinding private residence of Peter’s
cherished associate and companion,
Alexander Menshikov. The delightful
period rooms, lined with walnut and
Chinese silks, are replete with objects
imported from western Europe.
St Petersburg’s most celebrated and
vibrant avenue, Nevsky Prospekt, is
reached from the rear of the Admiralty,
and it is this way that I now head. Lined
with quality restaurants, cafes, shops,
stores and historical monuments,
the 4.5km-long street is home to a
veritable cornucopia of architectural
styles, dating from the 18th to the
20th century. There is the fabulous
Yesileev’s Food Emporium, a styleWinter Palace

moderne building (1901-1903) which
has a sumptuous art nouveau interior
and recently restored stained-glass
windows; the baroque Stroganov
Palace; Wawelberg House, a curious
hybrid of the Doge’s Palace in Venice
and Florence’s Palazzo Medici Riccardi;
together with a number of beautiful
churches, palaces and decorative
bridges crossing the celebrated canals
of St Petersburg as well as the Moyka
and Fontanka rivers.

I

n need of a rest after all this
magnificence, I wander on to the
Square of the Arts, one of two
squares near to Nevsky – the other
being Ostrovsky Square, or ‘Katya’s
Garden’, a reference to the statue of
Catherine the Great found here. The
Square of the Arts is the larger of
the two and, as its name suggests,
is surrounded by artistic institutions.
At the centre is a pretty little park
with a post-war statue of Pushkin,
arguably Russia’s greatest poet. With
a view of the resplendent Mikhailovsky
Palace, it’s a lovely spot to let your
mind drift. The palace itself houses
the State Russian Museum, which
has the richest display in the world of
Russian paintings and sculptures. To
the left is the entrance to the Vaganova
Ballet Academy whose graduates
include Anna Pavlova, Vaslav Nijinsky
and Rudolf Nureyev. More recent
graduates can be seen on the stage of
the world-famous Mariinsky Theatre,
still known to some by its old Soviet

name, the Kirov. And within 10 minutes’
walking distance lies the Yusupov
Palace, where Grigori Rasputin was
assassinated. The palace has a variety
of superb state rooms, exotic private
apartments and an intimate rococostyle family theatre.
But, in reflective mood, I move on to my
favourite Russian Orthodox cathedral
– after all, a visit to St Petersburg
without visiting at least one cannot be
considered complete. The ice-blue St
Nicholas Cathedral (1753-1762) is my
recommendation, unusual for having an
upper and lower church. The sailors’
church is stacked full of 18th- and 19thcentury icons, as well as a monument
to the Kursk submarine disaster. Of
course, the city does have a justified
reputation for religious tolerance too,
and Dutch, Lutheran, Armenian and
Roman Catholic churches are to be
found on Nevsky itself.
The Russians are a fiercely patriotic
people – and rightly so as they have
a lot to be proud of. As I have seen
today, much of this can be found in
this remarkable city, Peter’s ‘Window
on the West’. •

Dr Colin Bailey will lead
St Petersburg: Pictures & Palaces,
one of Cox & Kings’ expert-led art
tours organised on behalf of the
Royal Academy, on 22-27 Feb,
10-15 May & 20-25 Sep 2015 •
6 Days / 5 Nights from £1,445pp.
To book your place, call
020 7873 5013.
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Cox & Kings is the travel partner for the Royal Academy of Arts
(RA) and our programme of small-group tours has been specially
created with the Friends of the RA in mind but are open to anyone.
The 2015 collection focuses on the art, architecture, archaeology
and music of many of the world’s most culturally-rich destinations.
The tours are accompanied by expert lecturers who help to design
the itineraries, give talks along the way and, in many cases, open
doors that would normally be closed to the general public.

Europe
NEW Ireland: Georgian
Dublin & Country Houses
26-31 Jul 2015 with Roger White
From £1,495 per person
Bruges & Ghent: Flemish
Art & Architecture
7-11 Nov 2015 with Nicola Jennings
19-23 Mar 2016 with Dr Sophie Oosterwijk
From £1,345 per person
NEW Netherlands: Golden Age
to Modern Minimalism
18-22 Oct 2015 & 24-28 Apr 2016
with Thomas Abbott
From £1,795 per person
Copenhagen: Danish Art & Design
16-19 Jul 2015 with Dr Anne Anderson
From £1,195 per person
Spain: The Art of Madrid & Toledo
9-13 Nov 2015 with Dr Colin Bailey
From £1,145 per person
Barcelona: Gaudí’s Masterworks
14-18 Nov 2015 with Dr Colin Bailey
From £1,275 per person
NEW Moorish Spain: Land of
Caliphs, Knights and Poets
21-28 Nov 2015 with Dr George Manginis
9-16 Apr 2016 with Nicola Jennings
From £1,995 per person
Germany: The Masterpieces
of Berlin, Dresden & Potsdam
10-17 Oct 2015 with Thomas Abbott
From £2,295 per person
NEW Munich: Music & Art in Bavaria
16-20 Nov 2015 with Daniel Snowman
From £2,145 per person

Art Tours Worldwide 2015

Art • Archaeology • Architecture • Music

Europe
NEW Vienna: Imperial
City of Art & Music
17-21 Sep 2015 with Daniel Snowman
From £1,995 per person
Sicily: Crossroads of
the Mediterranean
6-14 Apr 2015 with Andrew Allen
14-22 Sep 2015 with Richard Wallace
11-19 Apr 2016 with Dr Cecily Hennessy
From £2,195 per person

Albania & Macedonia:
Cradle of the Balkans
27 Sep-6 Oct 2015 with Dr William
Taylor From £1,695 per person
NEW Greece: Journey
through the Ancient World
21-30 Nov 2015 & 14-23 May 2016
with Dr Stephen Kershaw
From £2,395 per person

Morocco: Medinas,
Mosques & Mountains
6-13 Mar, 6-13 Nov 2015, 4-11 Mar 2016
with Andrew Allen
From £1,425 per person

Istanbul: Byzantine
& Ottoman Treasures
13-18 Apr & 19-24 Oct 2015
with Dr William Taylor
From £1,445 per person

Oman: Land of Frankincense
8-16 Nov 2015 with
Dr Konstantine Politis
From £2,395 per person
Ethiopia: A Journey Through
Landscape & Time
13-27 Feb 2015 & 12-26 Feb 2016
with Chris Bradley
From £3,395 per person

Bay Of Naples:
Pompeii & Herculaneum
14-20 Mar 2015 with Andrew Allen
19-25 Sep 2015 with Prof Annalisa
Marzano
12-18 Mar 2016 with Dr Nigel Spivey
From £1,395 per person

Turkey: Classic Anatolia
18-27 Apr & 24 Oct-2 Nov 2015
with Dr Konstantine Politis
From £1,595 per person

Puglia: Italy’s Undiscovered South
5-11 Oct 2015 & 4-10 Apr 2016
with Dr Colin Bailey
From £1,695 per person

Armenia & Georgia:
Treasures of the Caucasus
18-28 May 2015 with Dr William Taylor
From £2,295 per person

Asia & the Americas

Ravenna: Mosaics & Marble
9-12 Apr 2015 with Dr Cecily Hennessy
19-22 Nov 2015 with Dr Sally Dormer
7-10 Apr 2016 with Rowena Loverance
From £1,045 per person

St Petersburg: Pictures & Palaces
22-27 Feb, 10-15 May, 20-25 Sep 2015 &
21-26 Feb 2016 with Dr Colin Bailey
From £1,445 per person

India: Mughal Art & Architecture
9-20 Feb & 31 Oct-11 Nov 2015
with Diana Driscoll
From £3,195 per person

Middle East & Africa

NEW China: In the
Tracks of the Emperors
16-26 Sep 2015 with Sascha Priewe
From £2,775 per person

Italy: Florence in Focus
14-19 Apr 2015 with Siân Walters
26-31 Oct 2015 with Helen Oakden
From £1,495 per person
Italy: Renaissance Rome
20-24 May & 28 Oct-1 Nov 2015
with Dr Andreas Petzold
From £2,045 per person
Umbria: Soul of the Renaissance
8-14 Jun 2015 with Dr Andreas Petzold
From £1,795 per person
Romania: Mountains,
Monasteries & Medieval Castles
11-20 Sep 2015 with John Osborne
From £1,695 per person

Jerusalem: The Golden City
3-9 May & 11-17 Oct 2015
with Dr Konstantine Politis
From £1,995 per person

Uzbekistan: The Golden
Road to Samarkand
24 Apr-5 May & 18-29 Sep 2015
with Diana Driscoll
From £2,195 per person

Jordan: Crusaders, Traders & Raiders
11-18 Apr 2015 with John Winterburn
26 Sep-3 Oct 2015 with
Dr Konstantine Politis
From £2,225 per person

Laos & Cambodia:
Temples & Treasures
1-13 Feb, 19 Nov-1 Dec 2015,
30 Jan-11 Feb, 19 Nov-1 Dec 2016
with Denise Heywood
From £3,695 per person

Tunisia: Crossroads
of the Maghreb
18-25 Apr 2015 with Chris Bradley
31 Oct-7 Nov 2015 with
Dr Neil Faulkner
From £1,475 per person

NEW Mexico: Past Civilizations
& Contemporary Culture
11-24 Jan 2016 with
Prof Nicholas Saunders
From £3,495 per person

For reservations, please call

020 7873 5013

For detailed itineraries and prices, please request a copy of the 2015 RA Worldwide Art Tours brochure
by calling 0844 576 5518 quoting reference COMPASS, or visit www.coxandkings.co.uk/ra
ATOL 2815 ABTA V2999

© Shutterstock.com - Jia Li
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Albula railway - located in a UNESCO world heritage site and on the route of the Glacier Express, the iconic, curving
Landwasser Viaduct carries the Albula Railway 65 metres above the Landwasser river between Schmitten and Filisur.
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The Times

G r e at
R a i lway

Journeys of

the World

This beautifully illustrated book
sees railway expert Julian Holland
explore 50 train journeys in 35
countries. All are presented with
incredible photography, detailed
coverage on the geography,
history and culture of the route,
as well as gorgeous Times
mapping plotting the way.
Highlights include Cape Town to
Kimberley in South Africa, over
the Hex River mountains and
across the Karoo desert, and the
world’s highest railway, tunnel and
station on the Qinghai-Tibet line.

The Times Great Railway
Journeys of the World,
by Julian Holland, £30. Out now.
73
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From intrigue in Istanbul to poetic portrayals of the British countryside and mindful
methods to cope with urban life, here’s our roundup of the best winter reads.

Walking Home

Clare Balding (Penguin, £20)
One of Britain’s best-loved TV presenters and
personalities, Clare Balding has been walking our
footpaths since 1999 for her cult-listening Ramblings
series on Radio 4. From twitchers and geologists to
widowed poets, walking groups and a West Sussex
litter picker, Clare has walked and talked with them
all. Except her family. This new book is a winning
collection of her favourite walks – not the routes but the stories she discovers
walking them – interspersed with her biggest challenge yet: walking home
with her brother. Never mind Ramblings, this is a delightful book about one of
Clare’s greatest passions: the Great British Countryside.
Katie Parsons

The Baklava Club
Jason Goodwin
(Faber & Faber, £12.99)

The intrigue
and mystery of
1830s Istanbul
are brought
to life through
the adventures
of Yashim
the Ottoman
Detective.
When a visiting prince disappears,
Yashim must uncover a secret plot. As
his quest leads him through the exotic
streets of Istanbul, he encounters
revolutionaries, assassination, drama
and romance.
Although the cast of pashas,
ambassadors and exiles seems
unrealistic, the twists of plot and the rich
description of the city and its inhabitants
make this an entertaining read.
This adventure is the fifth in the ‘Yashim
the Ottoman Detective’ series.
Katie Liddell
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Freedom
Pass London

Mike Pentelow & Peter Arkell
(Bradt, £12.99)
If you are over 60 and in possession
of London’s concessionary travel
pass, you will delight in this inspiring,
informative guide.
Long-time London residents, journalists
and keen Ramblers Mike Pentelow and
Peter Arkell have collated 25 walks
and days out, making full use of free
public transport. Within a radius of 25
miles from central London, discover
characterful pubs, wildlife hotspots,
angling and rambling opportunities
and peculiar points of historical interest
(did you know that Charles Darwin once
ate an owl?).
Even for the under 60s there is excellent
information to glean from the suggested
circuits – an ideal Christmas present!
Eleanor Day

White Crocodile
KT Medina
(Faber & Faber, £12.99)

This cleverly told story set in Cambodia
opens with teenage mothers
disappearing from villages, and rumours
blaming the supernatural ‘White
Crocodile’. As Tess Hardy is drawn out
to Cambodia to investigate the death of
her violent ex-husband, a mine-clearer,
she is quickly drawn in. Medina’s debut
novel skilfully takes the reader from the
criminal underground of Manchester to
the sweltering killing fields of Cambodia,
with twists and turns on every page. A
gripping, unsettling and compelling read.
KP

COX & KINGS TRAVEL
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Claxton: Field Notes
from a Small Planet

Mindful
London

Young
Lawrence

Guardian wildlife columnist Mark Cocker
lives in the tiny east Anglian village of
Claxton, and this book is an account
of the natural cycle of local wildlife and
surrounding countryside over a calendar
year. And what a beautiful book it is.
With the knowledge of a scientist and
the heart of a poet, Mark Cocker draws
us into his minutely observed universe.
Snowy owls sweep silently over frosty
paths; ancient trees frame rust-coloured
marshes; subtle shifts in the dawn
chorus hint at spring’s imminent arrival;
bees bump along the faces of flowers
tipped up to the sun. In amongst these
accounts of Nature’s quiet dramas,
Cocker poses straight questions about
our relationship with the natural world
and whose job it is to protect it. This
skilfully written, lyrically observed book
will make you feel it’s a worthwhile job.
Jennifer Cox

I could have done with a book like
this when I first moved to the capital.
London living is fast and furious, but
it doesn’t need to be. Mindful London
is Tessa Watt’s introduction to the
phenomenon, as much as it is an
alternative guide to London.

What more could be written about
Lawrence of Arabia? The simple
answer is read Anthony Sattin’s Young
Lawrence, in which we are introduced
to a man whose exploits, even before
the Arab revolt, are extraordinary and
brave. Anthony Sattin, an Arabophile
himself, is the perfect writer to bring us
Lawrence’s early life.

Mark Cocker
(Jonathan Cape, £14.99)

Tessa Watt
(Virgin Books, £12.99)

Mindfulness is a growing trend (even
recommended by the NHS) which
offers simple ways in which to combat
the anxiety, stress and exhaustion of
daily life.
Appropriately applied to life in the
capital, this book offers techniques that
are easy to incorporate into your day,
and the pick of London’s peaceful spots
in which to unwind … so if you are
feeling the strain, pick up a copy to find
inner poise.
ED

Anthony Sattin
(John Murray, £25)

As he takes us from Lawrence’s
first overseas adventures uncovering
a passion for castles and the crusades,
we gain an understanding of the
influence and reverence for the
Middle East that would define an
older Lawrence. A gripping, wellresearched book, adding an insightful
portrait of young Lawrence before his
more famous achievements.
Thomas Saunders

National Geographic The Covers:
Iconic Photographs, Unforgettable Stories
Mark Collins Jenkins (National Geographic, £35)

Remember the image of the Afghan Girl with the intense sea-green eyes?
The photograph, taken in 1984 by National Geographic staff photographer
Steve McCurry at the height of the civil war in Afghanistan, was plastered across
the cover page of the magazine. The haunting beauty of the image became a
sensation, bringing a brutal war to worldwide awareness. For more than 125 years
astonishing photography has graced the covers of this distinguished publication,
framed in the familiar yellow border. Brought together in this stunning collection,
the covers and accompanying stories behind them chart the major events of our
world in startling, unforgettable clarity.
ED

www.coxandkings.co.uk/COMPASS
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WANTED ON VOYAGE | Reviews

Roberts Revival
mini radio | £139.95
www.johnlewis.com

Wifi kettle | £100
www.wifikettle.com

Kikkerland Cliff the tea infuser | £10
www.cotswoldoutdoor.com

Tender Fishtail
coin pouch | £35
www.fathershop.com

Wanted
On Voyage
Compass Online’s Kim Hay picks the
latest travel gear for when you’re out in the
wintry wilds or cabined cosily indoors
SEYVR phone charging
wallet | From £49.95
www.cuckooland.com

Airwheel | From £509.99
www.theairwheel.com

Womens selenium
down jacket | £170
www.cotswoldoutdoor.com
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Thermal e-gloves | £30
www.cotswoldoutdoor.com

BEAUTY SPOT | Reviews

WIN a Jorg Gray

watch worth £125
Founded in 1998,
Jorg Gray has
expanded from an
American speciality
private-label watch
company to a
worldwide brand
– and we’re giving
one of their stylish
watches away.
Visit www.coxandkings.co.uk/compass
and answer a simple question for your
chance to win.

Travel Apps

Baume de Rose BY TERRY
An intensely nourishing treatment
for lips and cuticles, this cult
skincare product heals, protects
and renews with a powerful blend
of rose flower essential wax
and shea butter.
£35.00 | SPACE.NK.apothecary

Beauty Spot
Jennifer Cox picks this winter’s
must-have beauty buys

Galapagos: A
Photographic Journey
| £2.49 (iPhone & iPad)
Containing over 550 highquality photographs of the wildlife in
the Galapagos, this app takes you on
an armchair journey of the islands,
as well as providing fascinating
background information.

The Alaska App | Free
(iPhone, iPad & Android)
Track wildlife via GPS
co-ordinates, watch aerial
videos to explore Alaska from the
air, browse other travellers’ photos
and send e-postcards to friends and
family back home.

Nuxe Merveillance
Expert Lifting
Serum
Korres Wild Rose Advanced
Repair Sleeping Facial
Gorgeous smelling, packed with
wild rose oil and vitamin C, this
ultra-light, super-potent night
mask ‘recharges’ and brightens
skin while you sleep.
£26.00 | debenhams.com

Bobbi Brown Long Wear
Gel Sparkle Shadow

Views on Top | Free
(iPhone, iPad & Android)
Following on from our Six
of The Best – Hotel Rooms
With Views (p26), this app provides
tips on the best views from travellers
and locals alike – meaning you can
avoid the crowds to discover the
city’s best side.

Long-wear, high-impact colour,
these easy-to-wear eye shadows
go on smooth, and are perfect
as a high-definition liner or
smoky-smudging, with hours
of rich-colour sparkle.
£22.00 | bobbibrown.co.uk

Hermitage Museum |
Free (iPhone, iPad
& Android)
One of the grandest
museums in Europe, St Petersburg’s
Hermitage contains around 3 million
extraordinary items. Use the app to
take a virtual tour, ‘collect’ favourites
and personalise your visit.

Endless Forms, Charles
Darwin | Free podcast
This series of 16 podcasts
from the Fitzwilliam
Museum, Cambridge, explores
Darwin’s life, the influence he had
on our understanding of botany, the
evolution of species, and art.

www.darwinendlessforms.org

This silky, protein-packed
serum boosts maturing
skin’s natural vimentin,
collagen and elastin
levels, smoothing
visible lines and leaving
skin feeling firmer.
£39.00 |
marksandspencer.com

Shampure Composition
Immediately recognisable as the
scent of Aveda, this instantlyuplifting oil is infused with 25
pure plant and flower essences,
including organic lavender and
ylang ylang. A few drops for the
body, bath, nails and scalp.
£22.00 | aveda.com

www.coxandkings.co.uk/COMPASS
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Not to be missed
WINTER 2014-2015

From medieval sleepovers and Magna Carta celebrations to the eccentric genius of
Turner and the best wildlife photography of 2014, Eleanor Day rounds up the essential events for this winter.

Wildlife Photographer
of the Year 2014
Be amazed by the incredible colour,
diversity and sheer power of nature,
captured by entrants in this prestigious
photography competition. Now in
its 50th year and with several new
entry categories, young and adult
photographers push their technical
abilities and powers to capture the
natural world to startling effect.

The Natural History Museum,
London | Until 30 August 2015
Tickets: £12.60 (adult) | nhm.ac.uk
To WIN tickets go to:
coxandkings.co.uk/compass

Grand title winner | Winner 2014 | Michael ‘Nick’ Nichols, USA
The last great picture | The Vumbi pride in Tanzania’s Serengeti National Park

Great British Art Trail

Great Tower Sleepover,
Dover Castle

Unearth such treasures as Old
Masters at Holkham Hall or Early
Women’s Writings at Chawton
House using this new online
tool from the Historic Houses
Association. Follow the Art Trail
across Great Britain, selecting
from beautiful private family
homes open to visitors and with
fascinating artistic connections.
Visit hha.org.uk to explore.
King’s Chamber, Dover Castle

Here’s your chance to sleep like a king, or
queen! The medieval interior of Dover Castle’s
Great Tower has been handsomely restored,
and English Heritage is inviting you to sleepover.
If the King’s Chamber is a bit too extravagant,
there’s the Guest Chamber or comfy Servants
Quarters. Prices include welcome drinks, a tour
of the castle, two-course dinner and cooked
breakfast (adults only).
Thu 11 Dec 2014 & Sat 07 Feb 2015 |
Servants Quarters from £90pp (members)
or £100pp (non-members)
english-heritage.org.uk

Flagship Foyles Bookshop, London

Founded in 1903, Foyles Bookshop is a much loved institution. In its new
home – still on Charing Cross Road – its 200,000 plus titles would stretch
from Battersea Power Station to the Tower of London. Though the excellent
new cafe, gallery, and auditorium for hosting literary events and concerts will
keep you from wandering.
107 Charing Cross Road, London WC2H 0DT | foyles.co.uk
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On A Plate
The latest foodie findings from Jennifer Cox

Magna Carta, British Library © Joseph Turp

The Magna Carta –
Celebrating 800
Years of Freedom

Signed by King John in 1215,
the Magna Carta formed
the cornerstone of modern
democracy. 2015 marks the
800th anniversary of the Magna
Carta with a host of events,
including a tour of the original
charter to BBC documentaries,
walking trails and cycle tours.
Visit magnacarta800th.com
for all the latest information.

The Last Years
of Turner

It’s all about Turner this season.
The Tate Britain is currently
displaying Turner’s controversial
later works, and Mike Leigh’s
award-winning new film Mr Turner
portrays the final eccentric but
creative years of JMW Turner’s life.
Film: UK release
31 October 2014
sonyclassics.com/mrturner
Exhibition: Late Turner,
Tate Britain, London until
25 Jan 2015 | tate.org.uk

JMW Turner | War: The Exile and the Rock Limpet
exhibited 1842 • Oil paint on canvas. Support: 794 x
794 mm frame: 1030 x 1025 x 125 mm. Painting. Tate.
Accepted by the nation as part of the Turner Bequest 1856

Home-baking is very now, so what
better way to display your own cakey
triumphs than on this gorgeous Cath
Kidston clock motif cake stand?
£25.00 | cathkidston.com
The Royal Opera House’s new afternoon tea
service is a chance to sample renowned pastry
chef Claire Clark MBE’s fabulous cakes and
pastries, in the iconic Paul Hamlyn Hall. Stylish
treats include: Severn & Wye smoked salmon
blinis; salt beef, cornichon and sweet mustard
sandwiches; pistachio éclairs with praline
grains; and, of course, Opéra Gâteau.
Tea at the Royal Opera House from
£37.50pp | roh.org.uk
Star-crossed tea lovers will adore these new
zodiac-inspired teas. Artisan tea company Newby
has aligned a tea to each constellation – Darjeeling
‘the champagne of teas’ for Aquarius, fine Green
Sencha from Japan for Pisces – packaged in
individual Swarovski crystal-studded caddies.
£110.00 | newbyteas.com
Inundated with awards after a multimillion pound renovation, including its
jaw-droppingly beautiful spa, Dormy
House is a charming boutique hotel
in the Cotswolds. Put the seasonal
excesses behind you on the new
‘Dormytox’ retreat: combining one-onone personal training with rejuvenating
treatments, and a ‘naughty, nice
or nutritious’ menu designed by
innovative new executive chef
Jon Ingram (think 12-hour bruised
octopus, Rioja risotto or Bertha-baked
Za’atar chicken breast with red onions
& broad beans). Goodness has never
been easier. Two-night, mid-week
Dormytox Retreat starts from
£565 pp | dormyhouse.co.uk
Ever woken on a long-haul flight unsure whether it’s
night or day? Remain blissfully ignorant with Emirates’
new Breakfast Martini: featuring bitter-sweet orange
marmalade infused gin, with a splash of fresh orange
juice and lemon.
emirates.com

JMW Turner | Rain, Steam, and Speed - The Great
Western Railway 1844 • Support: 910 x 1218 mm. Oil
paint on canvas. The National Gallery, London

www.coxandkings.co.uk/compass
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MasterChef Travel

Adam
Handling
Adam Handling dazzled the judges with his
culinary skills during BBC2’s MasterChef:
The Professionals 2013. Now foodie
aficionados have a chance to try those
dishes themselves, as the accomplished
head chef opens his own restaurant: Adam
Handling at Caxton at London’s prestigious
St Ermin’s Hotel. He tells Compass editor
Jennifer Cox why flavours are his passion.

Adam Handling © Nick Gregan (www.nickgreganphotography.co.uk)
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A

dam Handling wins
awards. On top of the
three AA rosettes he
recently earned as head
chef at the Caxton Grill, he was also
declared British Culinary Federation
Chef of the Year 2014; ranked one
of ‘30 under 30’ to watch in The
Caterer & Hotelkeeper’s 2013 Acorn
Awards, and awarded Scottish
Young Chef of the Year 2011. He
also just published his first cookery
book Smile Or Get Out Of The
Kitchen, and launched his own
range of gourmet chocolate. Adam
has just turned 26 years old.
Jennifer Cox: You’ve achieved
astonishing success for someone so
young, what do you attribute that to?
Adam Handling: I started cooking when
I was 15: the youngest person ever to
receive an apprenticeship at Gleneagles.
I’ll never forget the day; I turned up at
the hotel in a suit looking like a scared
child. When the receptionist asked if I was
there for the apprenticeship interview, I
was so nervous I couldn’t even speak.
But it was an amazing foundation. And I
was like a sponge; I didn’t go to college
so I had no preconceptions about food.
Everything they taught me, in the kitchens
of these award-winning restaurants, I
absorbed.
JC: You went on to work as sous chef
at Malmaison, Newcastle, then became
the youngest ever head chef at the
Fairmont St Andrews, where you won
two AA rosettes.
AH: It was an amazing experience. I got
the chance to cook for the G20 Summit
Fairmont (though I cooked for the G8
when I was at Gleneagles).
JC: Did this reflect your own style
of cooking?
AH: Food is like fashion. Ten years ago
fine dining meant eating half a kilo of
butter and another half of cream. At the
moment it’s in the modern, fresh and
light phase: I can eat 10 courses and
feel full, but not like I’m going to roll out
of the restaurant.
JC: Which chefs inspire you?
AH: Sat Bains is one of my biggest
inspirations: his Asian approach to food
but also because he’s calm and relaxed.
Also Simon Rogan. He started the current
food trend towards natural, unpretentious,
tasty food. That influence rubs off on you:

Ceaesar Salad, Adam Handling © Nick Gregan (www.nickgreganphotography.co.uk)

“light, simple,
fresh as hell and
extremely tasty”
you study their recipes. Not to copy them,
but because you do want to understand
why their food is so much better than
everyone else’s.
JC: Was it the same curiosity that
made you walk away from your highflying career, taking a year out to travel
the world?
AH: It was an important step and I’m
glad I did it. I was 22, had worked hard
for seven years, and wasn’t enjoying
it anymore. Initially I took a four month
catering contract on Crystal Serenity,
an incredible 7-star cruise ship with 500
staff looking after 500 guests. The menu
was exceptional. It was decided a year
in advance so the ship could pick up
whatever ingredients they needed in each
port. The organisational skills on that
ship were tremendous. It was a unique
learning experience.
I then went travelling in America and
Australia. Then all the way across Asia:
Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam, Thailand,
Japan, China, Hong Kong… I wanted to
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learn how local people cooked and ate,
so rather than work 3-star kitchens in,
say, Osaka, wherever I went I signed up
to local culinary schools.
JC: A contrast to the kinds of dishes
you cooked back home?
AH: Yes. British food can be very heavy
– lots of potatoes, cream, butter – similar
to French, which it’s influenced by. All
Asian food is light, simple, fresh as hell
and extremely tasty. It was great to
get an understanding of different types
of seaweed, fermented ingredients –
vegetables or fish – and why they bring
so much flavour to a dish.
JC: All good experience for competing
on MasterChef: The Professionals
2013. Did you enjoy appearing on the
programme?
AH: I loved the experience from start to
finish. Actually, that’s not true – I enjoyed
it from the middle onwards. I was the
youngest chef there, everyone else
seemed so confident, I didn’t think I had
a hope in hell. Then I decided to just have
fun and go for it.
The first round was a sausage round. I
thought: ‘What the hell should I do with
sausages, they’re already a dish!’ We
had an hour. Everyone else was busy
but I had no idea what to do. Then 25
minutes in, I thought: ‘… get rid of the
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“London sets
the trend for
British food”

London with
a Masterchef
The luxurious surroundings of the
historic St Ermin’s Hotel make a
perfect base for this London break
with a difference. Visit galleries and
museums, shop for presents, or
snap up a bargain in the New Year
sales. Browse in the food halls
of leading stores and discover
gastronomic delights in markets
across the city. After a busy day,
enjoy superb hospitality and some
wonderful food created by Adam
Handling and his team.
Adam Handling © Nick Gregan (www.nickgreganphotography.co.uk)

sausages!’ I love making savoury icecreams, so I decided to make a ginger
and butternut squash panna cotta. I
finished the panna cotta with 15 minutes
to go and put it in the blast freezer to set.
Then I roasted some apples and nuts,
made some salted caramel with black
pepper (which I love) then made a quick
butternut marshmallow, using a soft
Italian meringue, to finish.

>

Salt, sweet, sour, bitter … I was starting
to feel much better. Five minutes to
go, I ran to the blast freezer … A good
panna cotta you should be able to suck
through a straw, but the freezers were so
cold, mine was frozen completely solid!
Fortunately the studio lights were so hot
and there was so much waiting around,
by the time the judges came to taste, it
had defrosted: it had a lovely little wobble.
Monica loved it, and the judges declared
it was the best invention test in the history
of MasterChef.
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versatile. It contains a certain amount
of sugars so it caramelises when you
burn it. You can make panna cotta, icecream, soups…
JC: Is your MasterChef tasting menu
a good introduction to the London
cuisine scene?
AH: London sets the trend for British
food. The exciting thing about the city
is it’s multicultural: dishes are created
from local ingredients enhanced by
other nations’ flavours. That’s my
passion – clever flavours and surprising
combinations. •
Smile or Get Out of the Kitchen (Meze
Publishing, £25.00) is available at all good
bookshops or online at adamhandling.co.uk

This London break would also
make the perfect Christmas gift
for someone special. Choose
from a 1- or 2-night stay and
enjoy the following:
• One or two nights’
accommodation at the
St Ermin’s Hotel
• Afternoon tea devised and
created by Adam Handling
• Honey-inspired cocktail
• Welcome from Adam Handling
to the Caxton Grill
• Five-course tasting menu with
paired wines devised and
created by Adam Handling
• Daily full English breakfast
• Wine tasting experience at
Vinopolis (2 night option only)
One night option
Date
13/12/14
17/01/15

Price	Single
supplement
£295 £95
£295 £95

Later 2015 dates are available on request

But that’s what my chef taught me at
Gleneagles: think of one ingredient and
what will go with it. That’s how easy it is.
Though it took me a long, long time to
figure out exactly what does go with what.

Two night option

JC: What’s your favourite ingredient?
AH: Cauliflower. There isn’t a single
competition I’ve won without it. It’s so

Later 2015 dates are available on request
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Date
12/12/14
16/01/15

Price	Single
supplement
£435 £190
£435 £190

mastercheftravel.com
020 7873 5005
COX & KINGS TRAVEL
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Macaroni cheese
garlic, peas, mushrooms
INGREDIENTS
FOR THE MACARONI
1 pack 30cm macaroni tubes
In a saucepan of boiling water,
blanch the pasta until it’s al dente
and refresh in cold water
FOR THE TRUFFLE MORNAY
50g butter
50g plain flour, sieved
120g whole milk
300g double cream
150g Gruyère
200g Parmesan
80g Dijon mustard
1 small truffle
6 egg yolks
salt

METHOD

achieved a smooth,
silky consistency.
In a heavy-based
Remove from the heat
saucepan, melt the
and add the mustard,
butter, sieve in the
flour and cook to form then season to taste.
Pass through a fine
a paste. Cook for 3
minutes, until you have sieve then add a
grating of truffle and
a white roux, known
the egg yolks. Store
as a roux blanc.
in a container, topped
Next, in a separate
saucepan gently warm with a cartouche.
TO ASSEMBLE
the milk and cream.
THE MACARONI
Add the cheeses to
Spray silver metal ring
the roux blanc and
cook out until spilt and with oil to prevent
dissolved. Bring back sticking. Cut the pasta
just longer than the
the roux mixture by
adding in the warmed rings. Stand them
end-up in the ring
milk and cream,
working all around
one ladle at a time
until it is fully packed
until the béchamel is
made when you have Pipe the béchamel into

the holes and the gaps
of the pasta and allow
to cool. Cut off the
excess pasta at the top
to make a neat finish.
Store in the fridge until
needed. To serve,
place in an oven at
180C for 8-10 minutes
then remove the ring.
FOR THE MUSHROOM
AND PEA FRICASSÉE

• 1 shallot, finely diced
• 2 cloves garlic, minced
•1
 punnet wild
mushrooms
• Knob of butter
• Shelled fresh peas
•S
 helled fresh broad
beans
•S
 mall handful red
veined sorrel
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• Salt & pepper to season

In a hot pan, cook the
finely diced shallot
and garlic. Add the
mushrooms, then add
the butter and allow to
foam. Add the peas,
broad beans and sorrel
and warm through
for a further minute.
Season to taste.
TO SERVE

• Pea shoots
• Fresh truffle

Place the macaroni
in the oven at 180C
to warm through.
Serve the fricassée in
a side dish. Garnish
the macaroni with
pea shoots and
fresh truffle.
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A T a s t e of th e World
Naked Wines is Cox & Kings’ wine club partner. An online
retailer, Naked Wines invests in independent wine makers to
source delicious wine at the best possible prices. The result
of connecting wine makers and wine drinkers through direct
funding and honest feedback is a website full of delicious and
affordable wines.
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Wine by Sam Métayage Cabernet Sauvignon 2012, Australia, 13.5%
Naked Wines were crowd-funding pioneers – their members, or ‘Angels’,
invest small amounts to help low-volume independent winemakers establish
themselves. For the Angels, the return on that investment comes in the form
of interesting wines at greatly reduced prices.
Wine by Sam is a classic Naked Wines project. Sam Plunkett is building on the
foundations laid by his father, Alan, who back in the 1960s planted a few vines
on his sheep farm. Perched at an elevation of 500 metres in the Strathbogie
ranges of Victoria, the vineyard lies close to the splendidly named Mount
Wombat. Today, merino sheep wander beneath 70 hectares of vines, keeping
the weeds down and providing some of nature’s most basic fertiliser.
Wine by Sam produces several varieties of grape – I was trying out the
cabernet sauvignon, Métayage. Its berry-ish acidity is softened by gentle spicy
flavours. Sam Plunkett is still learning his trade, but has aspirations to create
truly fine wines. On the evidence of this very drinkable red, the support of the
Angels may well be richly rewarded.
Philip Hamilton-Grierson

Chapel Down Pinot Reserve 2007, England, 12%
For the traveller at home, one solution to perennially reaching for the passport
is to allow your taste buds to do the travelling for you. Yet while British cuisine
may have transported us, until recently those seeking to be transported by
British wine were in for a bumpier ride.
Chapel Down has been at the vanguard of Britain’s increasingly sophisticated
domestic viticulture. Its vineyard just outside Tenterden in the Kent countryside
has now started picking up international awards for its wines, including
sparkling whites, sparkling rosés and still whites. What’s more, you can find
Chapel Down stocked in bars and restaurants from Paris to Hong Kong.
This pinot reserve has a rich, toasty character, with a biscuity edge, its
sweetness offset by the acidity of the bubbles. With a golden-pinkish tinge
and mousse that doesn’t fade, it’s pleasing to look at too. So, if you’re looking
for a sparkling wine, well, there’s no place like home.
James Innes Williams

Gerd Stepp Riesling 2013, Germany, 12.50%
If you still harbour a dislike for riesling, now is the time to think (and drink)
again. Often referred to as a ‘misunderstood wine’, this crisp cool white from
the Rhine region is enjoying a revival. Although once regarded as a first-class
grape, post-war technologies and experimentation encouraged quantity rather
than quality. By the 1980s, riesling was out of fashion, shunned from every
respectable dinner table.
Growing up on his family’s vineyard in Pfalz, Gerd Stepp has roots in the riesling
terroir. He has travelled the world with the wine industry, returning to Pfalz with
several barrels full of expertise. The result is this simple, sophisticated bottle – a
hallmark of Stepp’s modern, minimalistic style. Not only is it pleasing on the
eye, but pleasant on the nose too, with honeycomb and peachy aromas. The
first sip brings the classic riesling crunch of sweet apples on the palette, well
balanced with a dry and acidic tang.
 or me, it fell short on depth in flavour, but this delicate bottle is a far cry from
F
the syrupy varieties of former years. What’s more, the fruity acidity makes this
a versatile wine, pairing particularly well with spicy foods – perfect for today’s
trend towards international cuisines.
Eleanor Day

Compass Reader Offer
Compass is offering a £60 credit for you to try a delicious wine selection from
Naked Wines, valid against your first order of £99.99 or more.
To claim your credit, simply visit www.nakedwines.com/coxkings60 using the
code COXKINGS60 and password VINEYARD. Cannot be used in conjunction
with any other offer. Next day delivery as standard is £4.99.
Full terms and conditions available at www.nakedwines.com

www.coxandkings.co.uk/compass
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Step back in time:

WHITBY
Christopher Somerville pops out for a bite in
Dracula country – Whitby, North Yorkshire

W

hen gothic novelist Bram
Stoker lent his ear to the
yarns of superstitious Whitby
fishermen in the 1880s, seeds were sown
for that most deadly of fictional fiends,
Count Dracula…

Whitby Jet Heritage Centre for an
insight into the famous fossilised wood,
polished to shiny black perfection.
Whitby jet is unique. Dating back
around 182 million years, the Romans
believed it possessed magical properties
and could ward off the evil eye. But
it was the Victorians who took it to
From Whitby railway station turn
their hearts. Its dramatic yet sombre
seaward along the harbour, and climb
qualities were prized by Queen Victoria
to the fine statue of Captain Cook
herself, who wore it as part of her
on the breezy headland of West Cliff.
mourning dress. Just beyond the
From here there’s a really splendid view
Heritage Centre, climb
across the harbour to
the 199 Church Steps
St Mary’s Church and
Whitby Abbey on the
“the abbey’s skeletal to St Mary’s Church on
the cliff above. Mina
opposite headland.
facade is steeped
Murray ran up these
Mina Murray, Stoker’s
heroine, stayed with her in proud majesty and steps one night, only to
dark mystery”
find her sleepwalking
friend Lucy Westenra
friend Lucy slumped
in The Crescent, now
in her nightgown on
East Crescent; a pretty
a churchyard seat. ‘Something dark
little arc of houses just back from the
stood behind the seat where the white
cliff. Mina must have had remarkable
figure shone, and bent over it.’ And
eyesight; from this spot, Stoker recounts
what were those two little red spots on
how she watched in horror as Dracula
Lucy’s fair white neck … ?
dined from the neck of her friend in the
graveyard of St Mary’s.
t’s said that the inspiration for
Dracula came to Bram Stoker as
Descend the steps to Pier Road, and
he wandered through St Mary’s
cross the harbour bridge to the east
graveyard. There is a fine collection of
side of the River Esk. Just to the right
gravestones up here, some gnawed by
in Grape Lane, you’ll find the Captain
wind and rain into uncanny shapes.
Cook Memorial Museum. From 1747,
And St Mary’s Church itself is a queer
Britain’s greatest navigator-explorer
place, a humpy ancient church filled
James Cook lodged for nine years in the
with a forest of old box pews, an
Whitby home of Captain John Walker.
immense three-decker pulpit and several
It was here that he learned the art of
railed galleries, all installed by Whitby
seamanship – skills essential to the three
shipwrights. Founded in the 12th
epic voyages of discovery he made later
century, then added to during the 13th
in life to the Pacific Ocean. Captain
and 18th centuries, the whole building
Walker’s narrow and atmospheric home
has a nautical, foreign feel to it.
now houses the museum. An hour or
so there will send you out through the
On the ridge beyond loom the beautiful,
crooked streets so familiar to Cook
gaunt ruins of Whitby Abbey. Founded
himself, your head a-buzz with images
by Anglo-Saxons, sacked by Vikings
of ships, charts and coral reefs.
and disestablished by Henry VIII, the
abbey’s skeletal facade is steeped in
Head seaward up Church Street to

I
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proud majesty and dark mystery.
And it was towards these imposing
ruins that Dracula would flit batlike, after dining with (on!) Lucy
Westenra. Ponder upon this, mortals,
as you descend Church Steps to
buy yourself a tasty pair of Whitbysmoked kippers at Fortune’s Kippers
smokehouse in Henrietta Street. From
here, walk back to the railway station
from which the ghastly Transylvanian
bloodsucker travelled on the 9.30pm
goods train to King’s Cross, inside his
sinister box of mould. He slept, but
would later wake hungry, travelling
in search of fresh victims across the
unsuspecting land.
Sleep well, my pretties …
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Need to know: WHITBY,
North Yorkshire
Travel: By car – A1, A66 to
Middlesbrough, A171 to Whitby. Park
in quayside car park.
By public transport – Rail: to Whitby
(www.thetrainline.com). Bus: Arriva
(www.arrivabus.co.uk) service 93
(Scarborough-Middlesbrough)
WALK (half a day): From Whitby
railway station turn seaward along the
harbour, and climb past East Crescent
and the Bay Royal Hotel to the statue
of Captain Cook on West Cliff (view
across the harbour to St Mary’s Church
and Whitby Abbey on East Cliff).
Descend the steps to Pier Road and turn
right. Cross the harbour bridge to the
east side of the river. Grape Lane with
the Captain Cook Memorial Museum is
on your right. Turn seaward. At the far
end of Church Street, pass the Whitby
Jet Heritage Centre and climb the 199
Church Steps to St Mary’s Church and
Whitby Abbey. Return down Church
Steps; right at the bottom to Fortune’s
Kippers smokehouse on Henrietta
Street; return over the bridge to the
railway station.
ACCESS: Captain Cook Memorial
Museum, Grape Lane (01947 601 900;
www.cookmuseumwhitby.co.uk) open
Nov-Feb by arrangement (up to 9 people,
£7.50pp; 10+, £4.80pp); Feb-Mar, 11am
– 3pm; Apr-Nov, 9.45am – 5pm
Whitby Jet Heritage Centre, 123b
Church Street (01947 821 530;
www.whitbyjet.co.uk) open 9am –
5pm (10am – 4pm Sun); £1 – £2
St Mary’s Church, (01947 606 578)
open daily 10am – 3.30pm; suggested
donation £1
Whitby Abbey, (01947 603 568)
open daily, but closed Nov – mid-Feb,
Mon – Fri; £6.60 (English Heritage
members free)
Fortune’s Kippers, 22 Henrietta
Street (01947 601 659;
www.fortuneskippers.co.uk) open
9am – 3pm, Mon – Sat; 10am
until sold out on Sun
TRAILS: Whitby Heritage Trail
downloadable at www.englishheritage.org.uk; town map from
Whitby TIC, Langborne Road
(01723 383 636)

LUNCH: Duke of York,
124 Church Street (01947 600 324;
www.dukeofyork.co.uk) –
a bustling, friendly pub with great
harbour views
Whitby Abbey

www.coxandkings.co.uk/COMPASS
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PRIORITY BOARDING | LIFE

The world’s
most experienced
travellers share
their stories from
around the globe.

PRIORITY
BOARDING
I

In this issue,
Paul Strachan, who
revived the historic
Irrawaddy Flotilla
Company and
went on to found
Pandaw River
Expeditions, talks
with Eleanor Day.

had no great plan to resurrect the
Irrawaddy Flotilla Company, it
happened by accident. The result of a
reader offer in fact. I grew up in the west
of Scotland but have always felt a strong
connection with Burma [Myanmar]. My
great grandfather was a sea captain for
Paddy Henderson & Company – the very
same company that owned the Irrawaddy
Flotilla Company. He sailed to Burma a
lot so my grandmother’s house was full
of Burmese things.
But my love affair with Burma really
blossomed when I travelled there in 1981,
just after finishing school. I worked for six
months on the construction of a power
station in Prome [Pyay] on the banks of
the Irrawaddy river as part of a British
aid project. Back then Burma was a closed
country under a military dictatorship, so I
was in a unique position.
Almost as soon as I arrived I was told
there was a Scottish manager in the
office who talked endlessly about the
Irrawaddy Flotilla, once was the largest
privately owned fleet in the world.
Prome was once an important cargo
transit point for the Irrawaddy Flotilla.
Glasgow-based and Scottish-owned, the

company began trading between the
upper and lower reaches of Burma in
1865 and continued throughout British
colonial rule. The ships were built on
the Clyde in Scotland, dismantled,
shipped out and reassembled in Burma.
Altogether about 1,400 ships were built
for the IFC over a 90-year period. It was
a big operation. The boats were paddle
steamers, which have an especially
shallow draught, allowing them to
reach further upstream than any other
vessel. About 100 metres long, roughly
the length of a football pitch, they were
licensed to carry 4,000 passengers. By
the 1920s the company was transporting
9 million people up and down the
Irrawaddy every year, but this all came
to a dramatic end in 1942. The Japanese
invaded and the manager of the fleet
ordered all the ships to be destroyed.
It was while I was out in Burma
researching a book that a friend in
Rangoon [Yangon] invited me to the
launch of his new river cruiser – tourism
was just starting up again at this point –
and asked if I could help find him some
clients. I was working for a publishing
company at the time that produced a lot
of books about Burma, so we had a long
mailing list. I sent out a photocopied

The Pandaw II, Irrawady river, Burma
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“Over the years we have
built up strong friendships
with the local people
along the waterways”

Images: Pagan sunset; U Bein bridge;
fisherman, Irrawady

circular asking if anyone would like to
join my wife and me, sharing the cost of
taking a boat up the Irrawaddy. We were
completely inundated with replies.
The boat in question was new, but
badly built; there was no hot water, the
air conditioning kept breaking down and
it was very badly designed. But it was
lots of fun! We had gathered together a
fascinating group of passengers. Many
had a personal connection with Burma:
war veterans, people who had lived there
during colonial times, even descendants of
those who had worked for the Irrawaddy
Flotilla. It was an inspiring venture. My
wife and I continued to run trips and,
through word of mouth, built up quite
a cult following. We became the first to
start river cruising in Burma after the war.
In 1995 we came across an old Clydebuilt paddle steamer, the Pandaw. Built
in 1947, it had the same basic design as
the original IFC ships with the ultrashallow draught. She was a complete
wreck but we restored her and, in the
process, discovered lots of local expertise
including good engineers and craftsmen.
We went on to build our first ship,
Pandaw II, which was a replica of the old
one. It was much easier to build a new
boat than to restore an old one, but the
design had to be just right. Navigation on
the Irrawaddy is tricky as the sandbanks
move on a daily basis. On top of this we

were pioneering the routes with very few
navigational aids. On her maiden voyage
Pandaw II became lodged on a sandbank.
By the third day we thought we might
not budge until the next monsoon rains!
We offered to evacuate the passengers but
the majority wanted to stay with the ship
and see out the adventure. Fortunately
there was a gold-panning operation
upriver which used huge pumps to remove
the river silt. We hired a few of these to
pump out the silt around the boat and
create a channel. By the fifth day we were
floating in the main channel again. Such
adventures are part of river travel, and
in these frontier countries our specially
designed vessels are the only way to get
to the far reaches without walking and
camping. Even now, we are still stopping
at new villages and meeting people who
have never seen a foreigner before.
Personally, my own favourite stop along
the Irrawaddy is Katha, a small town I
first visited in 1986. Replete with colonial
houses, one of which was once home
to a young Eric Blair (George Orwell),
the town is quintessentially Burmese –
buzzing, yet laid back, full of charm and
character. On the Chindwin, the largest
tributary of the Irrawaddy, I’m most fond
of Mingkin. Hundreds of miles upriver, far
from any roads or civilisation, this little
village is home to a splendid 18th-century,
wood-carved monastery, all lacquered
walls and gorgeous carvings. It’s an
extraordinary discovery. And if I’m not
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TRAVEL WITH COX & KINGS RECOMMENDED TOUR
Pandaw River Expeditions
celebrates its 20th anniversary in
2015 and what a journey it has
been. The Mandalay to Pagan
cruise takes 13 Days / 10 Nights
and costs from £2,595. Included is
a 7-night cruise along the tranquil
Irrawaddy river, visiting Mandalay,
remote riverside villages, Pagan
and Rangoon.
in Burma, I’m most happy on my sailing
boat, somewhere off the coast of Mull.
Over the years we have built up strong
friendships with the local people along
the waterways. In an effort to repay
their hospitality we started constructing
schools. This evolved into healthcare
projects when we opened up a clinic
in the Thiri Islands. A lot of our crew
come from this group of islands in the
Irrawaddy and so we knew the villagers,
monks and headmen. They had no
healthcare at all and a lot of the local
girls were dying as a result of snakebites
while out working in the fields. On the
day of the opening ceremony of the first
clinic a girl came in with snakebite. She
survived, but if it had happened the
day before she would have died – the
Burmese are very superstitious so that
was seen as a good omen.
The Pandaw Charity now has clinics
in seven villages, as well as a central
clinic in Bagan [Pagan] with more hightech equipment. Our clinics treat about
5,000 people on a budget of just $25,000
per month. •
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CHARITY SPOTLIGHT | NEWS & VIEWS

RAINFOREST
LIFELINES
Cool Earth report on how
the charity is working to
save the remarkable cultural
and natural diversity of
Papua New Guinea.

R

ainforests remain when it is in
someone’s best interest to keep them
safe. Indigenous people depend upon the
forest for everything; they know it keeps
their villages intact and their lives safe.
Starting with one village in Brazil, the
environmental charity Cool Earth came
up with ways to help local people make a
better living from protecting the forest than
from selling it to loggers. Helping create
local co-operatives for Brazil nuts, cocoa,
coffee and coconut meant incomes
were boosted. Neighbouring villages
soon wanted to be involved. The charity
now has 113 partner villages across the
Amazon and Congo basins working to
protect 410,000 acres (1,660 sq km) of
the world’s most at-risk rainforest.
With such success in the Amazon and
Africa, Cool Earth is taking its village-led
model to the world’s last major rainforest
biome – New Guinea.
90
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Crowned pigeon

New Guinea is the world’s second largest
island after Greenland, sprawling across
the Pacific Ocean. It was once part of
Australia – just 150km separates the two
at the narrowest point. This shared history
goes back tens of millions of years and
is the reason why New Guinea’s fauna
resembles Australia’s rather than Asia’s.
Whereas Asia has tigers, rhinos, elephants
and monkeys, New Guinea has marsupials
– although its kangaroos live in trees.

Kaifouna – in Milne Bay province on the
country’s most easterly peninsula.

“THE WORLD’S LAST
MAJOR RAINFOREST BIOME
– NEW GUINEA”

Papua New Guinea is best known for
the rugged mountains that dominate its
landscape. These have spawned the
country’s rich abundance of species,
making up 5% of the world’s total.
Isolated mountain ranges contain unique
fauna and flora. Within any one range,
the species change with the altitude.
In Cool Earth’s project area alone there
are 100 species found on the IUCN
Red List of endangered species, as
well as the charismatic crowned
pigeon, the southern cassowary and
the Papuan bandicoot.

But this immensely biodiverse island is
actually carved in two. The western half
is part of Indonesia and the eastern half
is Papua New Guinea, which gained
independence from Australia in 1975.
This is the location of Cool Earth’s newest
and most exciting project, working with
three villages – Gadaisu, Godidi and

The location of the project is stunning,
sandwiched between rainforest covered
mountains and the Coral Sea. The calls
of birds of paradise are as frequent as the
glimpses of wooden sailing canoes sliding
across the ocean. But the challenges
facing these villages are exactly the same
as those facing rainforest communities
around the world.
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The villages approached Cool Earth
for help after being offered a palm
oil contract. Of all of the drivers of
deforestation, palm oil is the worst.
An ecosystem that has taken millions
of years to evolve is destroyed within
a matter of days. Having seen the
destruction palm oil has caused with their
neighbours, these villages are desperate
to keep their forest safe.

Children from
the village

F

As Wendy Sema says, “The forest is
very important to us. It’s where we find
our ways of living. We go into the forest
looking for herbs for our medicine, also
for wild pigs or birds. If we have no forest
we won’t be surviving.”

“

or me”, says Wendy Sema of Gadaisu
village, “the oil palm is a disaster.
It will destroy the forest itself and the
community. They don’t respect the
community and are very aggressive to us.”
Working in Papua New Guinea brings
its own set of challenges. Clan tradition
can make it difficult to reach communitywide agreements; mountains make travel
amazingly arduous and the linguistic
diversity is really like nothing else on Earth.

Work has only just begun but already
villages from all over Papua New Guinea
are queuing up to work with Cool Earth.
With at least 90% of every donation
to Cool Earth going directly to their
projects, this is the biggest chance we
have of changing the future of the world’s
remaining rainforests. Support Cool
Earth and lend a helping hand to villages
desperate to keep their forest safe. •

Papua New Guinea has 817 registered
languages, a sixth of the world’s total. In
Cool Earth’s three partner villages alone,
eight languages are spoken with the
mother tongue, Sinaki, only shared with
two neighbouring villages. This is among
a population of only 1,000 people.
Cool Earth’s project will save a key
tract of forest, blocking the advance of

palm oil along the coast. By developing
livelihoods dependent upon the remaining
forest, Cool Earth is applying its model of
out-pricing destruction that has worked
so well in the Amazon and the Congo.
This provides family incomes while also
supporting children’s education, village
health and ensuring local partners have
the resources they need to keep their
forest intact.

Children from the village

www.coolearth.org +441326 567 200

Coastline reef & islands, Papua New Guinea
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Something to Declare
To travel is to be
adventurous, and
so by definition if we
travel we are brave.
But our sense of daring
comes from sampling an
unfamiliar dish or coming
close to wild animals.
What about those who
travel to the extremes,
testing the very limits
of the human body in
the name of science or
exploration? Does that
take a special kind of
person or is it all
in the mind, ask
Dr Emma Barrett and
Dr Paul Martin.

I

magine, for a moment, that you’ve
volunteered to join two friends on
a five-week hiking trip.

Across the frozen wastes of
Antarctica.
In winter.
It is dark 24 hours a day. It’s so
cold that your teeth crack and the
excruciating, gritty pain of being
blinded by snow is eclipsed only by the
agonising blisters on your hands and
feet. The moment you remove your
woollen gloves your fingers freeze. The
pain makes you howl.
By day, you and your companions
drag heavy sledges laden with
equipment and provisions across slushy
snow and ice. Every so often, one of
you suddenly disappears into a deep
crevasse and has to be hauled out.
After a dinner of fatty meat paste
and an hour of chipping ice off your
sleeping bag, you try to sleep. The cold
92
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“Every so often, one of
you suddenly disappears
into a deep crevasse”

is so intense that you’re frostbitten
even inside your bag. You’re up early,
unrefreshed, for another day of hard
marching. Whilst walking, you only
realise you’ve fallen asleep when you
stumble and jolt awake.
Finally, you reach your goal: to
gather three emperor penguin eggs.
Such were the conditions faced by
Apsley Cherry-Garrard, who, with
two other members of Captain Scott’s
COX & KINGS TRAVEL

Terra Nova expedition, embarked on
this punishing journey in the winter
of 1911. Cherry-Garrard titled his
account of the expedition ‘The Worst
Journey in the World’, and described
his journey as “the weirdest bird’snesting expedition that has ever been
or ever will be.”
Various questions might be going
through your mind. One of them,
surely, is: “why?” Swiftly followed
by: “how?” (A few of you might also
wonder: “…and could I do that?”)

E

xtreme activities such as cave
diving, mountaineering, space
travel, long-distance solo sailing,
or exploring polar regions involve
life-threatening dangers: extreme heat
or cold, unusual physical forces like

something to declare
| NEWS
& VIEWS
Repeat
title
here

high pressure or microgravity, or a
lack of breathable gases. But they also
feature psychological hazards that can
be as – or more – problematic than the
physical threats.
What drives people to choose
dangerous and extreme environments?
Several decades ago psychologists
identified a personality trait called
‘sensation-seeking’: a preference
for novel and intense experiences.
Those who score highly on measures
of sensation-seeking may engage in
extreme activities to experience the
adrenaline-fuelled thrill of danger.
Take, for instance, Commander Lionel
‘Buster’ Crabb, a famous military diver
who was awarded the George Medal
for repeated acts of extreme bravery.
Crabb was a chain-smoking heavy
drinker, with a passion for gambling,
women, and – according to his ex-wife
– a fetish for rubber.
Secret solo (rubber-suited) missions
might have suited a sensation-seeker
like Crabb, but he would not have
enjoyed many other types of extreme
environment. Slow and steady progress,
long periods of monotony and
sensory deprivation, and the enforced
companionship of a small number of
(perhaps not-so-) like-minded people
would have driven him to distraction.

S

o it’s no surprise that many of
those who choose extremes are
not sensation-seekers. Some
are motivated by a desire to master
skills and to overcome challenges at
the limits of their ability. Some yearn
for solitude and an escape from the
anxieties and problems of everyday life.
Many develop an affinity for extreme
activities so deep it becomes part of
their sense of identity, impossible to
give up.
For many others, experiencing an
extreme environment is a means to
another end. Scientists, for instance,
often venture into hard places in search
of new discoveries. To understand
how life might have existed in historic
conditions on Mars, geologist Nathalie

Cabrol explores analogues on Earth:
high-altitude volcanic lakes in the
Andes. As well as scientific prowess,
she needs exceptional diving skills – she
holds a world record for high-altitude
free-diving.
Despite the variety of extreme
environments, the psychological
characteristics and coping behaviours
required to survive and thrive are
remarkably similar.

“Many develop an
affinity for extreme activities
so deep it becomes part
of their identity”
People need to persevere through the
months and years it takes to develop
the expertise required to operate
safely in dangerous places. Once in an
extreme place, they have to overcome
fear and anxiety, deal with the
corrosive effects of sleep disturbance,
and tolerate long periods of monotony.

struggle to survive and thrive in
extreme environments
takes place in your
head. •

Dr Emma Barrett holds a PhD in
psychology from the University of
Birmingham. For more than 10 years
she has led a behavioural science
research team that collates, conducts,
and communicates research for a wide
range of public sector customers.
Dr Paul Martin was educated at
the University of Cambridge and at
Stanford University.
For more information follow Drs
Barrett and Martin @takingrisksbook
or go to facebook.com/extremeOUP
and takingrisks.net.

Extreme activities demand
exceptional focus; someone who is
unable to concentrate may find their
mind wandering at a crucial point,
causing potentially fatal lapses in
judgement or technique. Acclaimed
climber Alex Honnold, for example,
scales 900-metre cliff faces without a
rope, one slip away from death every
second. Without extraordinary focus,
such feats would be impossible.
Venturing alone into extreme
environments for long periods puts
explorers at risk of loneliness and
potential psychological breakdown. But
being cooped up for long periods with
other people can be stressful too, and
many expeditions have been destroyed
by interpersonal conflict.
No wonder that, when asked
to describe the essential characteristics
of a polar explorer, Apsley CherryGarrard said: “It is a matter of
mind rather than body.” The biggest
www.coxandkings.co.uk/COMPASS

Extreme: Why some people thrive
at the limits by Emma Barrett and
Paul Martin. Published by Oxford
University Press, £16.99
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Nana Boukezzoula, St Pancras Station, London
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For short breaks with Eurostar,
call a Cox & Kings consultant
on 020 7873 5000
COX & KINGS TRAVEL

Behind The Scenes | News & Views

Behind
the scenes
On 14 November 1994, Eurostar launched its inaugural cross-channel train service from the heart of
London to Paris and Brussels, carrying 750 passengers at speeds of up to 300kmph. Since then the
fleet of 28 trains has carried more than 130 million passengers between London and the continent.
As Eurostar celebrates its 20th anniversary with a fleet of new trains and routes, Compass editor
Jennifer Cox meets Eurostar’s Nana Boukezzoula for some behind the scenes travel tips.

I

have worked for Eurostar from the start,
in fact before the start – since the 20th
June 1994. I started out in customer
services, but have been a train manager
since 2000. I applied because Eurostar
were looking for bilingual staff: I am French
but have lived in England since 1988. At
the time there were so few French people
in London (though of course that’s since
changed) and it was just great to be
speaking French. But I also loved the idea
of the train – a crazy idea from 100 years
ago – that it was actually happening in my
lifetime, in the middle of London, was just
wonderful, so exciting.
Over the course of the 20 years I’ve
been with Eurostar I’ve seen so many
changes. When I started there were four
or five trains and just a few hundred
people travelling. Around 10 million people
travelled with us this year, and last time I
counted we had 17 trains. And where we
used to just go to Paris and Brussels, now
I can catch a train in London, fall asleep
and wake up in the south of France in
time to have lunch with my Mum.

As train manager, I oversee a crew of
between five and ten people. My primary
job is safety. If anything happens I’m
qualified to drive the train. I’ve never had
to – thank God – but I could. Prior to
departure I find out about any technical
issues, establish passenger numbers,
special requests. I’ll also go and talk
to the Control Room and get the latest
information on the line and the train.
We clear security and customs like

everyone else. Then we walk through the
train checking every single coach, making
sure everything is working and that it’s
clean. This has already been done by the
other teams, but we double check to be
sure. Then I call all the staff and we have
a briefing, also check everyone has any
equipment they need. Half an hour before
departure – as the driver is in his cab
doing his checks – we call for boarding
and then we depart.

phones and credit cards (that happened
just yesterday), suitcases, pushchairs.
We even had a false leg once! Two weeks
ago someone left their engagement ring
in the toilet: they took it off at the basin
when they were washing their hands.
Luckily we found it.

W

The trains hold up to 800 passengers,
and we help them with everything from
seats to giving information on the station
they’ll be arriving into, the country they’re
visiting, hotels, currency, language ...
there’s always something to sort out.
Often it’s just having a conversation:
listening to their plans, why they’re
travelling. Once we arrive and everyone
has disembarked, we have a break –
maybe go shopping together – ready to
work on the return train back to London.

e get everyone on the
train: the old, the young,
the rich, the famous … I
have met Paul Newman,
Paul McCartney, all the
supermodels, Boris Becker, Ben Kingsley.
Recently I saw Dame Helen Mirren. She
was stunningly beautiful and chic. Most
memorable though was a couple of weeks
ago, meeting a beautiful 92-year-old lady
who had been a member of the Dutch
Resistance in the war. She was arrested
when she was 20 and spent a year in a
concentration camp. She was so gracious
and humble. It was really moving meeting
her – I cried.

I’ve never sat down and worked out
how many train journeys I’ve worked on
in my years with Eurostar – 30 trains a
month over 14 years, that’s ... 5,040 train
journeys! My tip for travelling on the train
is, when you’re coming back to London,
book Coach One as you’ll be the first one
out. If you want to work, book Coach
Five or Fourteen: they have a socket by
the seat. Always book a window seat: it’s
such a lovely way to spend a couple of
hours, watching the countryside roll by.
Oh, and before you get off, double check
you’ve picked up all your possessions:
people leave handbags with mobile

People propose on the train. A few
weeks ago on the evening train – so very
busy – a man got down on one knee and
proposed to a lady. Who said yes! It was
really lovely, everyone clapped. Although
another time a man travelling on the train
told his wife that he wanted a divorce.
She was very brave, she had a drink.
She came back on the train a few weeks
later and thanked us for being so kind to
her. We have a lot of regular passengers:
we’ve all been doing it for such a long
time, you get to know people and they
get to know us. It’s very friendly, more like
a big family than a big company. •

www.coxandkings.co.uk/COMPASS
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CROSSWORD | COMPETITIONS

COMPLETE THE CROSSWORD FOR YOUR
CHANCE TO WIN LIFE STORY.
For your chance to win Life Story: Many lives, one epic journey by Rupert
Barrington & Michael Gunton, complete the crossword and send it to Compass.

C RY P T IC C R OSSW ORD
THE PRIZE
Discover the incredible lengths animals
go to to survive the changing nature of
our planet and preserve their species.
Learn about sharks helping albatross
chicks to fly, the seduction techniques
of birds and the construction
skills of fish. With a foreword by
David Attenborough, captivating
photography throughout and stills
from the pioneering BBC series, Life
Story is a spectacular publication that
will astonish any reader.
How to Enter
All entries must be received by
31 March 2015. Please send your
entry, including your full name,
address and postcode to:

Compiled by Philip Hamilton-Grierson

Compass Crossword Competition
c/o John Patterson,
Cox & Kings Travel Ltd, 6th Floor,
30 Millbank, London, SW1P 4EE
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Or email your answers to
promotions@coxandkings.co.uk
SUMMER ISSUES WINNER
The winner from the last issue was
Mrs J Baxendale, Lancashire
SUMMER ISSUES ANSWERS

ACROSS

DOWN

1	As if monetarists interfered with this
Italian channel (6,2,7)
8	I follow the central point to a source of
the Nile, like a local possibly (6)
9	Sounds like a bind to reimburse capital
in Asia (6)
10	Italian country house has an interior
scent of Mexican orchids (7)
12 Friday’s creator of French enemy (5)
13	Excellent for American to become more
rounded (5)
14	Time penalty is given up here without
answer (3)
16	Strangely smiley about universal
paradise (7)
17	Very confused Aunt surrounded by gold
in these islands (7)
18	Exploit American energy (3)
20	Libya’s revolutionary lost a prophetic
woman (5)
22	Curtsy not applicable before a Mogul
governor (5)
24	Nobleman given a medal where a stud
should be (7)
27	Disentangle a French granny possibly (6)
28	Inflated by gushing review by editor (6)
29	Any old person could be martyr in
haddock explosion (3,4,3,5)

1	When first of figs and sultanas are
stewed it unsettles Californians (3,7,5)
2	Spurn polish again maybe (6)
3	Somewhere in the region of 17
enveloped in krypton gas (5)
4	Hairier pelt trader loses rights but gets
some sleep instead (7)
5	Former spouse returns a great
deal of praise (5)
6	To ascribe negatively, I can’t speak
quietly inside (6)
7	Selective breeding makes beastly male
spouse randy and removed (6,9)
10	French student’s up for dropping English
and absorbing this Latin conveyance (7)
11	Being foolish, like one between eight
and ten (7)
14	Economic & monetary union?
It won’t take off. (3)
15 Hail Spanish high speed trains (3)
19	Oman, for example, without the
heartless one’s second ingredient (7)
21	Skip school then hesitate? That’s
poppycock! (6)
23 This old boy can take a shock! (6)
25	Moctezuma, lost nothing Mum, then
liberated one of his people (5)
26	Border conceals intellectual property of
man, for example (5)
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Terms & conditions
1. Closing date for entries is midday (GMT) on
31 March 2015
2. The competition is open to individual residents
of the UK aged 18 or over, except employees
of Cox & Kings, their associated, affiliated or
subsidiary companies, and their families, agents,
or anyone connected with this competition,
including the third-party promotional partners.
3. The winners will be drawn at random on 1 April
2015 from all correct entries received prior to the
close of the competition.
4. The prize is the book Life Story by Rupert
Barrington & Michael Gunton
5. The promoter of the competition is Cox & Kings
Travel Ltd, 6th Floor, 30 Millbank, London SW1P 4EE.

Hotel Hacienda Vira Vira - Pucón Chile
The Elegance of Adventure

www.hoteviravira.com

My travel
wishlist
2015

Compass Online
Articles & Inspiration from Cox & Kings

Now you can read the best of Compass magazine and much more online…
Compass Online is a brand new collection of inspiring articles from Compass
magazine, plus destination features by travel writers, Cox & Kings’ experts
and our well-travelled clients; interviews; competitions, surveys and more.
Explore for yourself at COXANDKINGS.CO.UK/COMPASS

one giant leap | life

Kwon

Still from Madam Butterfly

One Giant Leap

Acclaimed Korean soprano Hyeseoung Kwon has dazzled in her
leading roles with Opera Australia, including Donna Anna in Don
Giovanni, Pamina in The Magic Flute and Liù in Turandot. As she
prepares to travel to Britain to sing lead in the much-anticipated
production of Madam Butterfly, Hyeseoung tells Compass editor
Jennifer Cox why Europe has a special place in her heart.
The first time I went overseas was to
Milan, Italy. It was 1995 and I was 20,
studying vocal music at Seoul’s Han-Yang
University in Korea (where I am from).
I wanted to continue my studies at the
Conservatorium of Milan and the Vercelli
Academy. Italy is the home of opera, and
Milan is home to the famous La Scala
Opera House. I was really excited to
go but it was a shock to arrive. I didn’t
really speak Italian at the time and found
learning it quite difficult: I had to talk very
loudly all the time. In Korea we are taught
as children “Do not talk loudly”, so it
was hard. I loved the culture though, so
different to Korea: in Italy the present and
the past exist together.
I studied in Milan for five years, and
went to La Scala almost every day for
almost every performance of those five
years. I fitted it around my studies. I’d
buy the cheapest ticket – where you
stand rather than sit – but could see and
hear everything. The way the audience
behaved (I would later learn it was
typically Italian) was completely new to
me. Sometimes they were very cold;
sometimes they went crazy, calling out,
making lots of noise. It surprised me.
I remember once seeing a performer
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sing Lucia di Lammermoor. She sang
it really beautifully, but the crowd got
so tired of her first aria. At the end you
would have expected a loud applause,
but the audience was completely silent. I
was shocked. But that’s La Scala – they
always expect more.
I learned a lot as a singer from watching
the performers. Everyone has a different
body; a different instrument that produces
a different voice. I saw great divas singing
full voice, full energy throughout the
performance. That’s a big achievement
as it takes a lot of technique and control.
And stamina: I learned about pacing
myself. Also that it wasn’t just about
singing an aria, it’s about the opera. You
have to really know the libretto: there’s no
point in singing beautiful notes, if people
don’t feel the meaning of the words. If
you want to sing opera, you have to love
acting, singing … and you have to know
the words by heart, not just by memory.
After a show I’d go home and remind
myself how they had sung, how they had
moved on stage: why they had been so
good. Sometimes I’d do this all night.
Milan is unlike other Italian cities: there
are not a lot of museums. When I wasn’t
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studying or at La Scala, I would walk to
the Duomo. The 14th-century cathedral
is the largest in Italy and a five-minute
walk across the square from La Scala. I’d
also go to Vittorio Gallery, a glass-domed
19th-century arcade with designer shops
and cafes; and Rizzoli, which is a really
good book shop.
I did travel to a few other places in
Europe. I visited almost every museum in
Paris. I am not good at art but I wanted
to experience as much as I could of this
world. In Switzerland I enjoyed seeing so
much nature: the Alps, Lausanne, the Jung
Frau, Mont Blanc … places I’d only seen
on postcards. In Germany and Austria I
visited the homes of important musicians.
I wanted to go and feel how such beautiful
music could have been created.
In Korea opera is not our tradition, but we
love singing. We have a national opera
company and many small companies, but
they only do a couple of shows a year. La
Scala runs from December to June, then
a break, then performing again until the
end of the year. I didn’t know there was a
place where opera went on and on all the
time: I felt like I was in heaven. I look back
on those five years as a really special time,
magical. I wish I could live in La Scala. •

Hyeseoung Kwon appears in
the title role in Raymond
Gubbay and the Royal Albert
Hall’s production of Madam
Butterfly, which is performed at
the Royal Albert Hall between
26 February – 15 March.
To book tickets, call 020 7838
3100 or visit royalalberthall.com

RAYMOND GUBBAY and the ROYAL ALBERT HALL present

THE EAGERLY AWAITED RETURN OF THIS ACCLAIMED SELL OUT PRODUCTION

THE SPECTACULAR ‘IN-THE-ROUND’ PRODUCTION
STAGED IN AN ENCHANTING JAPANESE WATER GARDEN

‘remarkable . . . spectacular,
epic staging’
EVENING STANDARD

‘staged with amazing style
. . . ravishingly designed’
SUNDAY TIMES

8300 COLLECTION

LEARN
MORE

3 handS
MOdEL 8300-14

supported by

www.jorggray.co.uk

Available at Fine Jewellery Stores
London | Dubai | Hong Kong | Lisbon | Bangkok | Istanbul | Jakarta | Caribbean
Los Angeles | New York | Chicago | San Francisco

ROYAL ALBERT HALL
Box Office 020

26 February - 15 March

7838 3100

Book online royalalberthall.com
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MasterChef Travel is a collection of inspiring, fun, hands-on holidays for food lovers.
On our trips you can immerse yourself in sourcing ingredients, learning to cook like a
local and, not least, trying out delicious and authentic dishes. On our longer trips,
there are also plenty of opportunities to discover the destination’s greatest sights.
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